REPORT OF THE
JEHOVA IF WITNESSES ASSEMBLY
(Ireld at St. Louis, Missouri, u.S.A., August. 6-10, 1941)

MM., greatest convention of all record been reserved exclusively for this young
has now become a matter of history. contingent of the "children of the King".
Never before were so many Christians
On mid out they went waving the new
assembled as at the Theocratic Assembly book. Some passed the beloved author,
of Jehovah's witnesses held Lit St. Lo
greeting him with :miles and thanks;
August 6-10,194i. On the lust flay of the and flue lines seemed interminable; apconvention the attendance reached a plause burst out here and there Crom
peak of 115,000 persons, who endured little groups, young voices shouted heat and dust to hear two of the most •-Thanks for the book', etc. There was
powerful messages from Jehovah ever no confusion nor nndue.noise, which was
delivered to men. Of this great audience remarkable in an audience of children
15,000 were children, whose smiling faces which alone would uilmost have tilled
and cheering applause betokened their
adIson Square Garden, Parents waited
joyful reception of Judge Rutherford's happily at appointed places for the .
climactic lecture, "CHILDREN of . THE youngsters so favored by Christ, the
KING." At its eonobision there was a de- King. That day will live in the memory
lightful surprise for these 15,000 ecstatic of countless thousands, It was a day the
youngsters! Each received a copy of the Lord had made to bring- joy to. the hearb5
blue-arid6g-old hooks (.7M/di-en, au a lovely of His people!
gift from its author, Judge Rutherford.
This was the climax of months 0 r prq)The children were the first to receive this aration. It was a sight to be for ever
sparkling, new volume, Deter even seen graven on the memory. For ?ever! Most
until its release on this occasion, As little of those who witnessed that sight will
hands. clutched this treasure to their Jive forever in the Kingdom, and they
hearts, many were the voices that were will forever praiSt! the Almighty God,
clicked and the eves that were wet!
who was pleased to enlighten arid inThis wos "Children's Day", shart-d by struct them by, amoug other means, the
a hundred thousand parents and friends! book Children. designed for children and
Those of us who saw the sight of them adults as ,well, to assist them to follow
will never forget it. By twos they came the Lord's way, and henee thi, only way
in orderly procession, the floor of The to life. It is said ill simple truth that this
Arena emptying first some to the sides, day will live r()MVer in the minds of
some to the rear, R01111:! to the back of the fanny.
platform, -great a 1-11LiC!S Of enthusiasm Children the ants.tanding Feature
marching obediontly to the proper exit;
There have been thoustmds of children
and on the way out receiving, each a copy at other ‘VATCHTOWElt assemblies, but
of Children_ Boys and girls, their ages never before were 15,000, who had been
ranged from five to eighteen; most were previously registered, seated entirely by
white Americans, hut every race and themselves in the main portion of one of
state was represented. Their clothes and earth's greatest auditoriums: Never bedeportment indicated Godly rearing_ But fore were more. than 1,300 children imno parents were in the center 7nnd sides mersed at one time. Never before was
of The Arena to guille them; for this had each child given a new hook (here the
Pubilahed by Wattiitawer Bible a nd 1"1-ct $9cieey, inn., 117 Adams St., Brooklyn, N, V.
Printed in th iljnitcd $tat€ of ArrmrIcnr Octollmr, 1941. 5.c.
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hook Chikirea)—a scene. unique in all
history. An artist described it thus:
It is pretty bard to explain just how it feels
to come upon 15,000 children and young men
and Women ail sitting in one place, expectant.,
orderly, and radiating ilia intense interest
and vitality c i Lai rac terist icy of yotith. (Inc might
say that the word "charming" would describe
the scene, or "fascinating", or "beautiful", or
"lovely", or "hearteningly exuberant"; hut
words are weak in this instance. Dressed in
their colorful siUTLI/Wr apparel, the entire
Arena looked like a flower bed—even more
delightingly colorful than anv flower bed—a
flower bed
iind vibrated with
movement. anal romtitnt
noW a tall, handsome figure in graygreen steps upon the platform, and at mire
the whole Arena—tis one child—gives forth a
'cheer and claps hands—:.#0,000 hands—and it
is 2i.s though the entire place were an electric
storm of gladn.G.ss and heartfelt greeting's. The
tell figure is Judge Rutherford. Ife waves with
his handkerchief and 15,000 hands wave back
—children, young girls and boys, ma Z...ns and
youths—anid you sense at once that there is
an unseen bond of fellowship between flies,:
young folk and the man on the platform whose
air seems to be no older than his audience.
Presently the stir iina greeting subsides and
iii a iciv minutes the roan begins. to intik ; and
if the place was orderly before, it is quiet as
peace itself now as rFll present give eager aRkI
rapt attention to what is being
This audience is vitally alive to all that is
said and needs no prompting to laugh or clap
hands of approval as the case demands, denoting an privarime. that is amazing even to
one who would expect it to be so- They quickly
grasp the tenor 0.f. the talk and eagerly accept that which is offered to them, Scanning
the crowd, searching their faces, only a heart
of stone would not be moved at the spectacle
of youth seeking righteousness and facing the
world and its horrors with complete trust and
faith in their Jehovah Clod. And though the
speech is over an hour in length, no irnpetienee
or weariness is observable, save in the youngest. and only a few of therri—and these all
conic to ;greater animation when the man on
the platform presents -the book Children and

ASSIIIBLY

tells them they x Iaail each have a copy free
then and there.
And when they all shouted "Aye" to the
inair's question, it \vas something, thrilling to
Belt, and rousing lo the spirii.
-When (hey tiled 10 Ilie platform to receive
their hook, the tall ratan in gray-green is completely surrounded by youth from 5 to IS
years of age and you recognize at once that
they belong to eaeh other,
you. don't know
which is the most a ppeaiing—ilie deep-felt joy
of the man, which is sirikingly apparent in
his voice when he speaks, Or the enthogiwitic
re8pOtibe of (Ito children. As the seats empty
in an orderly manner yen wonder at the entire scene, I he flower lied has e.oplo to life and
all is ITIOVV111.C11 ;And color.

230111ft who r..o,!i ,..4.91
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But, now the man has gone, and you still
look ern—:Intl are surprised to note that the
15,000 children are on the blond side—brown
liAir, yellow hair, light-brown heads—only a
very few really black ones, and lirela don't quite
understand why this is so, but'it is. And you
come away feeling refreshed /)11 though you
had seen something exo2oRiitigly rare in this
evil day—something clean and honest and
pure; something, unforgettable—a promise of
that sweetness and harmony whirl] will be in
God's kingdom.
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(1.1 'hildren 33 11 Arena, kioies and first tmleciny. 11 a.m., "Children's Day."
42) Ax. adiiil# Wing the children march out orderiy 10 receive a "graclona gift".
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The Childrcn Scene ar Arena Retold
One writer sees a thing one way, and
another another, yet both are right. The
Scripturcu themselves recognize this
principle in the correlative writings of
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John and in
the writings of all the prophets. Hence,
those who have enjoyed the foregoing by
the pen of the artist
also 'enjoy the
following story which comes through the
kind offices of a much appre6ated witness living three thousand miles away
from the one last named:
August 10 was set aside RR "Children's
Day". What took place at The Arena at 11:00
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. is hard to describe in
words many eyes were filled with tears of
joy—joy that could not. be contained, and an
hour which will never be forgotten.
Picture. before you The Arena, whieh seals
some 25,000, and all the ground L.14211.Lir end
half of all the seas on the sides-15,000—
filled with children, 5 to 18 years of age!
Never have we seen such a beautiful sight.,
who ore on their way into Om kingdom :Ind
prospective children of the King,
Tremendous applause when the chairman
said, "This is 'Children's Day' at the Theocratic convention of Jehovales witnesses at
St. Louis, Missouri. The total attendaneo'
yesterday [lab] was 305,000 Igroat appktusel,
and today it is much more." (More applause)
Judge Rutherford WaS introduced, rind gave
the most thrilling talk ever giVLLII, and tinder
circuiristatici never before seen—"Children
of The Ning"—impossiblc to convey in words
the reception of this message by the thousands
of children and also all on the grorinds—at
least twelve times The Arena and other buildings resounded with joy and applause. Again
the speaker referred to the return of the
prophets and how all these boys and girls
should follow their advice. Alter concluding
his talk he said to liw children "AI1 of you
who have itgreed to do the will of Clod and
have taken your stand on the side of The
Theocracy, and have agreed to obey God and
His King, STAND UPI" It was a heart-thrilling,
joyful sight to sec 15,000 children rise up 4Ls
OM MU' 1w
JCIFLOvnh 1 and what apphiuse
filled The Arena! Their big brother on the

Platform shouted "Behold, more than 15,000
ixitnesbiz: to the Xing!" (Long applause)
Again he said "All of you that will do what
von agreed to do, say Ayer Then came a
thunder of "Aye" from 1roo0 children on
their feet (arid more. applause). Again he
asked: "If you lind an instrunient in your
hand which you could use to the honor of
Jehovah's name, would you he diligent to use
it ?" "Yes!" came like the sound of many
waters, (And inure thunderous applause from
100,000) Then he said to the children, "Be
seated, rind F will tell you about that instrument," and immediately held up one of the
most beautiful books ever printed, end he then
shouted with joy: "The name of the book is
THILDREN'," (And what a tremendous applause ensued!) Then lie said that as a gracious gift front Elie Lord. each of the children
would receive, free., one of these books] (And
imagine, if you con, the joy and chipping of
MOM who are marching into the Kingdom!)
Then we witrtte
a mitst beautiful sight,
--the platform wes so constructed. that it has
two Rtnirwoys in front of it, one coining up on
each side—palms adcrrn the platform. Many
children have been waniing to see Judge
Rutherford at close rouge, and he himself
evidently wanted to Nee some of them. Therefore the ushers were instructed to direct the
children up the steps from both sides, have
them g,el, their books, and pass on down the
steps in hack of the platform and while their
big brother was happily lookin g on, these consemited children who shall soon be the real
workers under the direction of the "princee,
Daniel and others, and will fulifil the divine
mandate to tnniiiply and fill the earth, in their
thousands, were going up the steps amidst
"palms" (Revelation 7: a) while Fite oreheslra
played some songs of joy, and provided a
picture of the. entrance of the "great multitude into the everlasting Kingdom of Jehovah °oil,
The same writer, after ;mother had
drawn attention to the Fact that on the
nrst day alone 7,000 children had been
registered, earlier made the following
RIME...men wliix'h is also of interest and
value.:
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There are many thousands of children that stud Ibis u
wont served only to expose
have had the privilege of coining to this con- such enemies and to inspire more friendvention, and parents are lined up by the thou- liness for His humble servants. Opposisands registering themselves and their chil- tion to the Lord always rebounds upon
dren—something that has never occurred in the heads of the opposers. ].t can be said,
history since the convention called by King then, that St. Louis, with the few exliezekiah in days of old, and recorded for ceptions noted, who were no doubt inour comfort. That convention was called to fluenced by " Vather 011ooligan's" crowd,
clean out religion which had been adopted by greeted Jehovah's witnesses with open
Ahaz. It was au important convention—a time arms. Many were the loving expressions
of reEisurn and rm.rganization. To make that of kindnesses, which will be quoted later.
convention a. sueee., 'letters went from the
Months after preparations had been
hand of the king inviting them to that .pass- under way, the mayor wired the Brookover eonvcntion. It is written, 'some came,' lyn office of the WATC fit° NvEE to ask the
and 'man.y laughed the messengers to scorn'; number of delegates that were expected.
but in spite of this opposition "much people" When he was wired back that 73,000 was
came to Jerusalem, even as to this St, Louis the estimate, he expressed amazement.
Theocratic: gathering—"an exceeding- large" No doubt his eyes were opened when the
convention,
convention began, on Wednesday, with
Prior to the St, Louis. gathering, letters 64,000; and had 105.000 by Saturd.0,
went from .Jehovah's organization calling the and more than 115,060 on Sunday. St.
people, old and young and children, and as in Louis has seen conventions and convendays of old, 'even to the registering, of all the tions, including one of The American Lelittle ones . . their sons and danghters,'- gion, but nothing that approached this
2. Chronicles ail
one either in numbers, in orderliness, or
in value to the city. The merchants profSi. Louisans Generally Fair
ited in what the newspapers described as
The great audience which heard the a "customer blitz". The householders
words of consolation contained in the who rented rooms or kept Jehovah's witlecture "C Fl TIDEEN OF THE Kite", and nesses had as guests lovely people who
later returned to their homes in a cara- are rich in the love of their Father.
van of countless cars, on train and plane, There was not. a loser among those who
to carry the message to others, presents had dealings with or had befriended His
just one section of the great event which servants.
was the Theocratic Assembly at St.
Louis. As it. was a forward move in the Program
As an introduction to a further deadvance of The Theocracy, it was to be
expected that enemy opposition would be scription of events the program is here
manifest. Satanic opposition particular- reproduced:
ly made itself felt through the religious
St. Louis Chamber of Commerce and
PROGRAM
Convention Bureau_
Wedttescidif, Anoust 6
Such, however, were vastly in the miAFTERNOON
nority. A few business firms and householders listened to their false reports, 3 : 30 C-OniVeritign AK:Seinh/eS
and were the losers. But St. Louisans, for 3: 45 Chairman's VITelcome
the most part, demonstrated their love
H. C. Covington
for the American principle of free wor- 4:00 President. Addre.ws Theocratic
Conventioncrs
ship. To these the efforts of the press
4. F. Rutherford
and ofikialdoni to belittle this vast as- 5 : 00 Convention Activity Announced
semblage of those who love Jehovah and
T. J. Sullivan
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EVENING

Saturday, August 9

7:00 Songs
30 Zone and Regional Servants' Duties
F. W. Franz
8:30 Dienurse
J. C, Doak

MORNING

Assembly for Theocratic _Activities
9;30 To the Fieid
9; 00

AkTER NOON

Thursday, August 7
30
MORNING

9:00 Assembly for Theocratic Activities
9:30 To the Field
AFTERNOON

2:30 Songs
3: 00 Magazine Witnessing:
Routes
W. B, Akin
Streets
E. A. Flinn
4:00 Discourse
AV. K. Jackson
4:30 Discourse
C. V. Knemeyer

2:00 Advice. for Kingdom Pubflshers
II. C. Covington
2:30 Assembly for Publie Meeting
3 : 00 Diseourge
"Compowr ALI, T11N.11' MOURN"
J. F. Rutherford
EVEN] NG

7. 00 Sor1.7.9

A. M. Hoffman

Friday, August 8

Sundrry, Augusl
cif

DAY

MORNING

10;00 Assembly

!WORM NG

(All ehitdren of eon,a.erateil paronts
twi,eri the ag.rs o€' ir3 N
18 and haring
rwwtrrcd seat Oelo..t,
a.,
Ammilble in the
main .arena Elireo.ly iII iroilA
pratfOriii.)

Assembly for Theocratic Activities
9;30 To the Field
AFTERNOON

1)125{.9)111's
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21.30 Songs
3;00 Pioneer's Place in the Organimtion
0. Suiter
Pioneer Requirentents
N. II. Knorr
in
{All pioneers
torium in front of speakers' phiifOrni
itssernhile.

'T ,1)11EN OR THE KIM"

J. F. Rutherford
rr ERNOON
2: 3(1

Elie Fria i)

ikT011

M. A. 1 fowlett

DvAil nriA !ions

00 "V4)111' NV.W Work"

Z4-iL4J w idraificittiOn

N. IL .Knoi.Fr
I
-0. W. Franz
0. 11. 1 [emicr
'F, J. Sullivan
A. II. Macmillan

"Solving. the,Prolileni-

1 i

1'ri

1LDRENts

7:30 D.keourNe "Baptism"
I, G..Friend
8:00 iotroursion
{1:0{1 I)],s{( fl
W. E. Van Aniburgh
9: 30 Diseourse
M. M. Damnie

9:00

4;

W.

B: 00 Discourse

Eler ENI NO

8: 30 Discoiirm

P. Heath, Jr.
A. II. Macmillan

7;30 DiSeOinrse

7:00 Soap and DerlaratinnK
7: 30 Zone Nsserably and its Purpose
•
T..1. Sullivan
(All regional and zone servants assemble
in the main arena in front of the speakene
platform.)

Songs and Deelarail ions

J. F. Rutherford
P. (-Amp/nail

4 ; 30 Disronmse

4: 00 "Whill to &gin'.
4:30

i. P. rtuillerfortis

tVENIT;f:

7 00 Songs
7: 30 Thaseratie Service

EVENIN G
Meeting
R, W. Kitirzen
C. D. Quackenbush
A. Kershaw

M. N. Quael;enblisli

J. R. Pierce
8 ; 30 Di. Bourse

7 00

Songs anti Doelnretions
7 ; 30 Diseourse
M.
8:00
8: 15

Diwourae
Discourse

C. Ilarbeck
S. H. Toutjian
J. C. Raithow

Judge Rutherford, at ease and in action at The Arena

j
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Judge Rutherford's Addresses
It is seen that the president was schod.nled to appear four times.. But the Lord
is always generous beyond expectation.
The brethren and friends W e re overjoyed
to hear five speeches, in all nearly seven
hours, from the head of the WATot-tTow ER, who has been preaching "this
gospel of the kingdom" for more than
thirty-five years. His introductory speech
on Wednesday, entitled "Integrity",
sounded the keynote of the convention.;
on Friday his address was "Greeting the
Pioneers"; both the Saturday lecture,
"Comfort All That Mourn," and that of
Sunday, "Children of The King," were
advertised intensively, especially by automobile banners and invitation leaflets,
in all parts of St. Louis, and the environs
.for forty miles around. There was one
more given, an impromptu address of
farewell, Although not recorded as were
three of the other speeches, it will be remembered by the army of Jehovah's witnesses who were setting their faces for
the homeward trek. It was in truth a battle cry delivere-d to fellow warriors for
the King EternalEery word betokened the enemies'
impending doom. Yet there was not a
harsh syllable uttered. The futile efforts
of the Hierarchy were deAeribed in passing, in good-humored derision, as emanating from "Father O'Hooligan", who
took orders by 'long-distance telephone'
from Vatican City, The crowd roared as
the tall, distinguished Missourian, back
among his own people, imitated the Irish
brogue of "011ooligan" protesting in horror at the exposure of Catholic "purgatory" and other pot rackets. The shock
of terror with which "O'Hooligan" viewed
all the activities of Jehovah's witnesses
was recounted in amusing Irish idiom.
'Most all the people of the Shamrock,
except those poisoned by religious prejudice, would have enjoyed it. They would
have seen the ridiculous futility of trying to defend falsehood by violence and
"shushing" such as employed by the Irish

"Father", learned only in RomathSECL
Many an (Miley, O'Sullivan, McGinty,
and Casey, however, will have a laugh at
the dilemma of "O'llooligan's" gang for
their failure to stop God's message by
blacklisting and defaming. His witnesses.
The Lord too is laughing at them.—
Psalm 2:4.
The three main dis('ourses, "Integrity,"
"Comfort
That _Mourn," and "Chill
dren of The King", may all be had in
print. As t]ie "01Tooligaifg Dilemma"
remarks will not appear in published
form, a few execrpts.are set out below to
show its rollicking irony. The speaker,
Judge Rutherford, was 3ievc,r in finer
form, his wit was like a rapier thrust,
and his good humor never ruffled. The
press which described this ]et'turc as
"vitriolic" simply does not understand
the English language. They fail to distinguish between satire and caustic. Perhaps for too long their perspective has
become distorted by adherence to "O'Hooligan's" orders, As will appear later,
their manner a r breaking, their word
must have been learned from the priestly
tribe as well.
(Excerpts)
Several months ago, the repre".
sentatives of the Society came out from
Brooklyn to see about belying this convention. And these are conservative boys
that come from Brooklyn. They don't
come along here and tell you we are going to have 20,000 and expect to bring,
about 5,G00, but they meant what was
said, We are going to have 70,000, and
except to need a great many things.'
They went to the Chamber of Commerce
and talked to them about it. One said:
`Wait a minute, wait a minute. I will have
to call up ''Fayther 0' Hooligan" and ask
him what about it.' Payther U'Hooligan'
answered, 'Have nothing to. do with it.
And faith, they are a bad lot and shock
the religious susceptibilities of us miloils people anyhow,' And so the Chimer of Commerce put the 'kibosh' on the
whole thing; and they wrote the hotels
that they bettor listen to 'Fayther
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O'Ilooligan's' advice. and the hotels had
'You know at this time, if they would
everything `engaged'. 'No, haven't any have row! their Bible, they would see
room.'
that this was the time Jesus. said He
would have all the nations before Him
judging them, and He put those who
want to do the right thing toward their
fellow creatures on His right, side of
favor. Ile called those His 'sheep', These
Christ spoke of as His 'other sheep'. And
to those who wanted to listen to some
man who wore lace curtains whenever he
walked clown the street, or else a Ion;tailed coat. awl who had to ask 'Fayther
alIooligan' every time they turned
around whether they should go to a meeting or not, Jesus said, l'ott fellows, go to
persecuting my little children, and I will
put you all in the "goat class.' And so
furl) rnolIinr, un [1141.
rPrIp. Lt
Aivikkr:
'llekinis a the liientruhy-ungintturnd hOycott.
the Chamher or Commerce and some of
the others here put themselves in the
"Our boys weren't discouraged. They `goat' class here. [Applause]
went right on. They knew the Lord was
-But I want to tell you about the good
going to run this convention ; so they people of St. I,onis. I happen to know
t out aud engaged a lot. of rooi P15 f rota something about Missourians, They are
many good people. 'Fay the r
oo[igan" a liberal class of people. That, I reckon,
heard of that, and so lie sent out word, is iweanse I was born in Missouri myself.
`Faith and begorra, you better not let Anyhow, they love lair dealing. And
those people stay in your house'; and when many of these good people of St.
some of them canceled the rooms, and Louis heard about. how the Chamber
said, 'We don't want you to stay, because Commerce was working against the
our "Fayther
ooligan" says we terests of the city and against the inte
mustn't do it.' Well, here's the difficulty, [gists of the good people who conic here,
They weren't familiar .kvith the Scrip- they kept the wires hot telephoning and
tures;„ becapsEi `Fayther 0llr,ckli an' telegraphing into the office here, telling
would not let them read the Scripture_ our people, 'Our homes are open, and
He says, 'Just read the prayer book and you people come,' Some of them went to
cross yourself every time T come to the the railway station, met trains coming in,
door!
and said to them, 'Are you Jehovah's
"If the24e good people had read their witnesses?' Yes."Come home with us.
Bible, they would have found out that Out house is open.' [Applause]
the Bible says that the fear of man leads
"Thousands of other good housekeepthem into the snare of the Devil. They ers, housewives, and house-husbands of
feared `Fayther o'llooliganC, They did St. Louis, when Jehovah's iowitnesses
not Ant to .displease him. They said, called at,their door, said, 'Come right in.
`And faith, in a town like= this, where they It is so hot. Sit down, please, and rest.
run a. coekatrice hatchery all the time, Wij1 you have a glass of cold water?
we must keep in line.'. [App]ause] Awl Could I get you a cup of tea or some.
consequently Ilic Chamber of Commerce thing They did not know, probably, at.
fell into a trap. They turned up their the time,. that they were fulfilling a
snoots and went the other way.
prophecy of the Lord .Jesus; because

.1..1.11t1
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Jesus said, 'Whenever you do something
kind to one of my children or one of my
servants who go about, you are doing it
for me.' (Matthew 25 40) So, you see,
these good, honest, straight-forward
Missourians during this convention have
put themselves in the 'sheep' claps, and
they are going to get the Lord's blessing. [Applause]
"So it will he a happy time, not only
for Missouri, but for all the earth, when
all the religionists have to quit business. .
"
"Some of my old-time political friends
remain in Missouri. By their side I
fought in politics when T was a younger
man and when I didn't look so old and
knock-kneed. [Laughter and applause]
Some of these fellows were reared Catholics, and even the priest said, 'And faith,
if I can do anything for you, I will bring
down nil the votes in the church!) And
he did I They were pretty good fellows.
I wouldn't my anything against them
personally. The attack we have got to
make is just what Jesus:did. You know
that when Jesus was on earth the religionists wore long robes. They didn't
have much of lace curtains at that time;
they wore phylacteries, greased their
head with gent-grease, and smelled a
good deal like billies. And, no doubt, that
is where .Testis; got the thought that it
was a 'goat' class. They smelled its if they
should be put in that class. So, when He
spoke about the 'goat' class, He meant
the Jews of that class of billy-pats with
long whiskers, and long faces that
smelled to the top of the mountain.
"So now I. tell you we should not feel
unkindly toward any individual, because
all these individuals that have got caught
in Satan's trap are to h pitied. And so
the Lord Jesus Christ says to you, Thildren, all you who expect to live and serve
me, go and tell the goad pQopk! that their
hope for life, liberty and happiness rests
solely iii TIEF. THEOCLIATIC GOVERNMENT.
Go and tell them.' That is what you are
doing. You are not here to injure any-

body. You are not holding anyone up to
ridicule. You are trying, by the Lord's
grace, to bring them the Information that
will open their eyes of understanding,
that they may break away from the fetters in which they are bound and stand
free to worship God ih spirit and in
truth. Therefore the work you do in
carrying to them the message of God's
kingdom is a work of love, a voluntary
service in which] you rejoice to engage."
"The Globe-Dentocrat sent a question
up to 1110 and asked me to answer it,
which I did; hut they would not publish
the answer. I can't blame them, because
`Fayther O'Hootigani might object to the
answer. . „ " (Laughter)
Hierarchy RefuRed to Debate
On several occasions J udge Rutherford has challenged the Roman Catholic
Hierarchy to select a man for a public
debate, Oxpenses to he split, and the people left to judge whether Catholic doctrines have been misrepresented by him.
Although 2,000,000 people—ratholies
and others—signed a petition requesting
such a debate, the Hierarchy refused. On
this point the speaker continues:
T got them into a. scrap, So I
issued a booklet, took up all those questions that we were going to discuss; and
1 first discussed the Catholic views, taking it from their Encyclopedia and other
writings they could not deny. Then I took
the argument on the other silk, with the
Bible, and punctured it full of holes. And
then they threw up their hands and said,
'That shocks our religious susceptibilities: [Laughter] They did not want the
people to know the truth. They didn't
want any discussion; sa when you, as
faithful servants of the Lord Cod, went
straight on handing out these lUvcovercd iao
to the people and telling
there about God's gracious provision for
them, Tayther O'llooligan' and the rest
who lead Catholic Action for the Hierarchy said, 'Faith, and we have got to
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stop them in sonic way. Get up a mob. skirts and lace curtains and hide behind
Get the sheriff and the city attorney, somebody else for their nefarious work;
whom we have, elected, and let them tell but who believe in honest, open, fairthe mob they can do as they damn please. minded speech. I say for the 'benefit of
(lo after them.'
such men, It you expect to live, get your
"Right over here across the river* Bible, read it and find out that you are
they destroyed a lot of automobiles, and living today in the most marvelous time
burned up a lot of property, at the in- in the history of the world, when we stand
stance of the priest, because honest at the very portals of the new age, obAmerieans were telling the truth. And serving that THE THEOCRACY. iS coming
now and through it blessings will flow to
officials let them do it.
"
"They think that is going to frighten all families of the earth. .
"1 want to ask you to join with me in
somebody and neak-o them quit, but it is
not. Every time they do a thing of that a cablegram to the Leicester (England)
kind, those who love the Kingdom take convention. I will read it. Then we will
another hitch in their belts and say, take a vote.
`Boys, let's go after them,' and they go To THE LEICMSTER A6bEhIBLY:
after them.
Your fellow servants, assembled 115,000
"Now %%hen 1 say, 'We are in a fight,'
I wouldn't harm a hair on the head of strong at. St. Louis, bid our British brethren
any Catholic priest. or Catholic official in be very courageous and hold fast your integAmerica. 1. would be glad to do some- rity. Theocratic victory is certain.
[Signed] JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES IN AMERICA
thing good for them if they would listen;
but they have been reared in a cockatrice
"Those in favor of sending that, say
den down in the hatchery, and they are
doing the hest they can. I apologize for Aye. [Unanimous shout of Viyel
them, but I say to you youngpeople, if
"Well, my dear brethren, the Lord
yon want to live, you better look into bless you. Now I won't. say 'Good-bye',
God's Word and decide for yourself because I expect to see you at some time
whether you want to follow sonic man or again."
whether you want to do the Lord's will.
It is squarely up to you. It is nothing The Aisle of "Good-byes"
to me.
A native son had said good-bye. Once
"The Lord's people are Jehovah's witmore
a long, gray car moved slowly
nesses; and when T say Jehovah's witnesses, I don't mean a sect, cult or organ- along a corridor of smiling people. A litization. I mean holiest, fearless men and tle avenue was parted through this vast
women who love God and the Lord Jesus throng and firmly kept open by a double
Christ and who love righteousness, who line of ushers with locked hands. Behind
don't fear any man or any devil, but who were tiers upon tiers of faces, waving
are determined to tell the truth at all bands, shouts of "Good-bye", all the evidence and expression of the love of those
costs." [Applause]
"I state this here for the benefit of my of "like precious faith" for a fellow servold neighbors. Some of the boys are still ant dear to every heart. Never before
here that T grew up with in Missouri. 1 were so many Christians assembled tostate this here because I know that in this gether. The car passed on. The sides of
state there are ninny sincere men who the aisle of "Good-byes" flowed together
don't think much of nice who wear long like a river. The great assembly turned
their faces and thoughts toward the bat"Judge Rutherford did not mention Litchfield, tie ahead where lay victory for THE
but the Drees reported that he did.

THEOCRACY.

Attendance and Transportation
The Theocracy Triumphant
" AILd when they came nigh to Jerusalen!,
unto Bethphage, and Bethany, at the mount
pt olivc9, he sendeth forth iwo 0-E his disciples, and saith unto them, Go your way into
the village over against you: and as sann flx
ye he entered into, it, ye shall find a colt tied,
whereon never Man sat; loose him, and bring,
him. And if any man say unto you, Why do
ye this? say ye that the Lord bath need of
him; and straightway he will send him hither.
And they went their way, and found the colt
tied by the door without, in a place where two
ways met ; and they loose him. And certain of
them that stood there said unto them, What
do ye, loosing. Ihe colt ? And they said unto
them even as Jesus had commanded and they
let them go. And they brought the eolt to
Jesus, and east their grirMeritZ on him; and he
aat upon him. And many spread their garments in the way; and others cut down
branclLCS Off the trees, and strawed them in the
way. And they that went before, and they
that followed, cried, saying, Hosanna; Blessed
is he that eotneth in the name of the Lord!
Blessed be the kingdom of oar father David,
that cometh in the name of the fiord: Hosanna
in the highest."—Mark 11: 1-10.
"After this I beheld, and, lo, a great multitude, which no man could number, or all nations, and Minstrels, and. people, and tongues,
stood before the throne, and before the Lamb,
clothed with white robes, and palms in their
hands; and cried with a load voice, saying,
sitteth upon the
Salvation to one God
throne, and unto the Lamb.. „ Therefore
are they before the throne of God, and serve
him day and night in his temple: and he that
aitteth on the throne shall dwell among them."
—Revelation 7: 9,10,15.
‘;[Ezra] read therein before the street that
was before the water gate, from the morning
until midday, before the men and the women,
and tIn
that could understand; and the
ears. of all the people were attentive unto the
book of the law,
So they read in the book,
in the law of good, distinctly, and gave the
sum, and caused them to understand the
reading,"—Neherniali 8; 3, S.

"Also that day they offered great sacrifleea,
and rejoiced; ior Cod laud made them rejoice
with great. joy; the wives also and the vhildren rejoin( son that the joy of Jeru.saleni
was heard even afar ofd."—Nehemiah 12: 43.

Throughout they United States in the
week ending August 21, 104l, in all the
RKO Paths Newsreel Om-Limas, films
were shown attesting that at the WA.TciirowErt convention held in St. Louis,
Missouri, August 6-10, 1941, ".Jehovah's
witnesses, braving the hottest period of
the year, crowded into The Arena 115,000 strong,"
l# year litoray true that the assembly
at St. Louis WaS 'a great crowd which
no one could have numbered' (Revelation 7:9, niag/r41) But, inasmuch as
those best qualified to estimate the attendance agreed that I -[,00,0 is approximately correct, let. the figures stand.
They have a peculiar interest in view of
the fact that there were 15,000 children
present, and (,hildreu both in the divine
law and in human law are counted in as
part of the parent until they attain the
age of responsibility; so (lierc.. wcre
100,000 adults at St.
(10 X 10 )c 10 x 10 x 10). In the ]ioly of
Israel's tabernacle were live pillars;; a
suggestion that in Y.oJLie way this fifth
power of 10 is of interest to Jehovah.
Jehovah's Convention
For anybody who love God it would
be impossible to have been present at
the St.. Louis convention and not have
discerned the hand of the 'Giver of every
good and perfect gift' everything connected with it. The prograw was of the
highest order, the speakers were carefully seleetea, tlie convention machinery
was exquisitely designed and moved
without a ,jar or hitch. Surely the holy
angels and perhaps the risen members
of the body of Christ were present supporting and directing the work of the
remnant and their companions and the
•

(1) ,Fart} in be Lwuen The

re nu aruL Hal] "A--. (2) Overflow .01.1L0.1)4)VE h0;11‘29 by t~r,Lns1=car,
() Parktng 1ot dialing sezzlims.
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children in this great witness to the hon- Arena needs but a few thousand dollars'
worth of soundproofing to be attached
or of Jehovah's name.
Some of the most unofficial estimates to its ceiling to be almost ideal.
Roadways, parking areas and paths
of attendance were the most interesting.
The little woman at the north end of the were graveled with perfectly smooth,
overhead bridge into Forest Park volun- round brown pebbles from the bed of the
teered the information that this was the Meramee river in the southern part of
greatest assembly St. Louis had in many the city. The smallest size, shot gravel,
a year, and she has been selling peanuts laid on a base of tar made walking deand chewing gum at that location for al- lightful. Though dredges have been digging brown g. ravel from the Meramec for
most a lifetime.
a
generation, there is enough left to last
Signs on St. Louis streetcars and
for
many generations more.
buses on August 7 read : "80,000 people
Above the platform in The Arena, as
can't he wrong." An enthusiastic bus conductor said to a witness : "There are mil- used by Jehovah's witnesses, appeared
lions of them here, and this time I am the words " 'Salvation unto our God . .
and unto the Lamb.3—Rev. 7: 10"; and
going to hear Judge Rutherford."
A St. Louis businessman asked one of the platform was adorned with palms, in
the youths of the Bethel family, how is harmony with the preceding verse. The
it possible that you could bring such an orchestra of 136 instruments (16 differimmense assembly to the hottest city in ent kinds) was composed of 57 violins,
the United States in the hottest season of 2 violas, 4 cellos, 2 bass viols, 2 guitars,
the year 1" The youth answered :• "By a 12 accordions, 3 flutes, 22 clarinets,
notice in The Watchtower about that 1 oboe, 1 double bass, 6 saxophones,
long" (separating his anger and thumb 5 cornets, 14 trumpets, 3 trombones,
by approximately two inches). Without 3 baritone and .1 piano. The youngest ina question of doubt, the St. Louis con- strumentalist was an eight-year-old girl
vention was a revelation that thousands violinist. On "Children's Day" all the
are marching into the Kingdom, and that child instrumentalists up to 18 years of
age left the orchestra and sat in the rethe time has arrived when—
served
seats in The Arena. Favorites of
the mountain of the Lord's house shall be
the
chorus
of 115,000 voices were. "Chilestablished in the top of the mountains, and
dren
of'the
Heavenly King", "The Sword
shall be exalted above the hills ; and all naof
the
Lord
and of Gideon," Who Is on
tiOns shall flow unto it. And many people shall
the
Lord's
Side"
and "Give Praise to
go and say, Come ye, and let us go up to the
Jehovah".
These
were
sung many times
mountain of the Lord, to the house of the
during
the
convention.
A member of the
God of Jacob: and he will teach us of his ways,
musical
staff
of
the
Watchtower
radio
and we will walk in his paths for out of Zion
station
WBBR
was
director
of
the
music
shall go forth the law, and the word of the
at the convention.
Lord from Jerusalem.—Isaiah 2: 2, 3.
Blue is the style in 1.941, and it. was the
style at the convention. Jehovah's witThe Arena a Good Place
do not go around dressed in black
The Arena is a good place to hold a nesses
nightgowns,
curtains, flat-topped
great convention. The seating capacity hats, "Motherlace
Hubbard"
gowns, black
is 4,000 more than Madison Square Gar- hoods, elephantine collars,
and with
den in New York City. The area in front
strings
of
beads
swinging
and
dangling.
is landscaped in an amphitheatrical lawn
They
dress
sensibly,
like
other
people.
Ale to hold runny more than the great
If
people
wish
to
dress
like
monkeys,
that
Arena itself, A colossal structure, withis
their
affair.
out interior pillars to mar the view, The
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So, back to The Arena. It would not be
possible to imagine nicer-looking people than faced Judge Rutherford. Blue
in every shade and tint imaginable greeted the eye. Dresses, hats, hose, shoes,
shirts, trousers, neckwear, contained anything from a gentle whisper to a mighty
shout of the predominant color, and
there was enough pink, white and green
to set it off—along with those nice, stiff,
yellow programs. By the way, it was hot,
and those yellow programs waving to
and fro as fins lent a wealth of golden
color to the scene that would have to be
seen to be ErpprecAated. Judge Rutherford said of the Arena crowd that it was
the best-looking one he had over seen in
his lire; and, as he has seen many great
crowds, in all parts of the earth, he ought
to know. In the distance the waving yellow fans looked like beautiful butterflies.
The acoustics of the Arena proper
were best when every seat was occupied;
most, bat not all, could then hoar all that
was said. But the crowd soon learned
that every word could he heard outside,
from the loudspeakers skillfully and
strategically placed, and so many sat outside on the grass, or sat in their automobiles, or gathered in the shade of the
buildings in any old way, only so long as
they got what was said.
Special Trains from the East
Two special trains from Boston carried 90I witnesses to the convention. The
Pennsylvania had MiMerous special cars,
air-conditioned wash-saner coaches, the
seats of which were "broken down" and
adjusted with steel straps to provide
comfortable sleeping space, with 18 sections to each ear. Many rented pillows
at 25e each. Lights were oxtinguished
during the night to insure rest and sleep.
Though the outside temperatures hovered around 80 degrees, a light cover was
comfortable hi the air-eonditioned ears.
Pullman costs were saved. Breakfasts
and luncheons were served in dining ears
at 50c and 75e respectively.
There were 1,2.00 from Detroit and 50

Mexican witnesses from San Antonio.
Tt is not known for sure i r these came
by rail or by auto. A hundred autos met
incoming trains and whirled con ventioners to their destinations.
There was considerable suppressed
excitement over the presence of 2,500
from foreign lands which are imder the
domination of subversive fifth columnists connected with the greatest religious system. Smite of these foreigners
counted on spending six months in jail
if caught assoeinting with Christian people who love God and His Word, but
thought the convention worth the cost of
the sentence. They had thrilling tot/es to
tell, which will he told some time, but
not now.
There was a representative from British Guiana. There were several from
Ten Thousand Automobiles
There were perhaps. 10,000 automobiles (10 X 10 X 10 X 10) involved in
bearing Jahovah's witnesses to the convention. That would account for approximately half the attendance, and is reasonably accurate. As they came forward,
from every state in the Union, they all
bore the same witness of The Theocracy,
IF they carried signs the slogans were all
alike, "Hear Judge Rutherford at The
Arena, Saturday the 9th, 3.00 P.M.,
`COMFORT ALL THAT MOULIY—SlIntiay,
August 10, 11:00 A.M., 'CITTnnnEN OF
Tarn Knio,i All persons of good-will welcome. Free"; thus literally obeying the
commandment to "all speak the same
thing". (1. Corinthians 1:10) This in itself made a great witness.
Perhaps the ear had a Watchtower,
or a Gondo1ation, or the book Religion,
in the hack window while coining; if so,
it had the book Chikiten on the return.
This also made a. witness. Hundreds of
miles before reaching St. Louis every
major highway leading in that direction
had a stream of ears bearing those wilco
are glad to give their all for the honor
of Jehovah's name. Tuesday afternoon,
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on the Municipal Bridge, there were two
solid lines of conventioners coming from
all over the eastern part of the United
States.
Jehovah's witnesses constitute a gon+I
cross-section of all stations in li fe, and
the cars were like their owners, but mostly above the average, one would say. Besides automobiles new and old there were
interesting variations, new buses, old
ones, lots of trailers, and several "covered wagons'', so called.
One of the "covered wagon" buses
left Yakima, Washington, at 2 a.m. on
Wednesday, July 30, with 23 persons on
board, 10 of whom were no longer young,
but there were children in the group
down to age 11. By driving day and
night, this vehicle reached its destination
Sunday—over 100 hours on the road.
Another large busload from the west
coast was on the road for one solid week.
It started on Thursday, July 31, and, arrived at midnight August Ii, having driven night and day and been embarrassed
by five blowouts on the way.
Another "covered wagon" bus had only
to come 640 miles, from Bucklin, Kansas.
The canvas top constructed over a 21-ton
truck made a cozy equipage for 16 witnesses, eight of them "children of the
King", and two brothers in the flesh and
in time spirit brought the wagon to its
destination in 23 hours of non-stop driving.
A Superb Police Force
A uniformed member of the St. Louis
police force sat, in his ear trying to figure
it all out. A witness came along and said,
"Want to know who your visitors arei
Read this." Said the officer, "That's just
what I want to know ; thank you ; FR read
it right away." And at length he drove
off with it in his cap, the copper's catchall for important papers. What he may
get out of that God- and the State booklet
may mean to him the difference between
life and death.
The conduct of Jehovah's witnesses
and their loving obedience to instruc-

tions made a powerful and lasting witness to the people and to the officers of
the law. One policeman said, "When we
handle so many cars, the people won't
listen to us., bat here' they do just as directed; you have no fights and no smashups, not even fenders bent." The traffic
service on the grounds was marvelous.
Only two police were detailed, and they
had nothing to do.
One policeman was overheard to say
that if the world were filled with people
like .Tehovah's witnesses,. the police
would have very little to do except to
direct traffic. One of the directors of
traffic at The Arena is a St. Louis expoliceman and now one of Jehovah's witnesses. He hopes soon to he in the pioneer ranks.
This bit of conversation took place on
the Arena grounds Saturday, August 9.
Two policemen meeting so that they
could change duty : First policeman:
"Have they converted you yet ?" Second
policeman: "No, but if a person can't
see that what they say is the truth, then
he should have his head examined !"
Possibly another sheep in the Lord's
fold!
After three hours of inspection in The
Arena and round about a tire captain of
St. Louis said, "I have never in all my
experience been able to send in a report
so nearly perfect. During the three hours
I have been over this place, inside and
outside, I have failed to find a single person smoking."
One night, when a thousand people
were sleepingon the lawn in front of The
Arena, certain persons entered waving
a flag and disturbed Jeheivah's people,
and some person unknown socked the
ringleader for the count. The police came
and got the crqwd of evildoers and took
them all away. They didn't bother to find
out who did the socking. It was a good,
wholesome job.
If any of the St. Louis police force are
other than kindly and competent for
their work, we have yet to hear of it.
They seem to be an A-1 lot of men.

Overcoming Accommodations Boycott
Pre-Convention Work at St. Louis
assistance or interference. So Mary B.
Many weeks before the convention the Nonkes, Bessie T. Bell, Janie H. Broadwork of getting ready for it was under rup and Nannette B. Cahoon report.
This lady wa.s not a Catholic, but had
way. Convention office rooms and their
furnishings, main auditorium decora- relatives who were. When the Legion fell
Mons and signs, sound-equipment ar- down on the job of bluffing, the relatives
rangenients, water supply, gas bupply, were called in. They said their mother
ice supply, sanitation, and a thousand could have ha.d 15 in her home, but would
and one things for the needs of the cafe- not have one of them in her house. This
feria, were some of the things that re- courageous woman replied, 'You go
hotne and tell your mother that she is
quired attention.
Fatly in the game the manager of one missing the grandest privilege of her life
of the larger hotels, having been .by. not having these people in her home,
"reached" by enemies of Jehovah's wit- and that I am daily thankful that my
nesses, called on other hotel managers husband, my children and I can sleep on
not to open up to Jehovah's witnesses; the floor that these people may have a
they did not believe as he did, and so place to lay their heads." Then shall the
were "unpatriotic". It worked for a time, righteous answer [Christ], saying, Lord,
. . when saw we thee a stranger, and
but fell down flat in tile end, and the hotel
. . And the King shall
people subsequently admitted they had took thee in
never entertained finer people than Je- answer and say unto them, . . . Ina.smuch as ye have done it unto one of the
hovah's witnesses.
From the hotels the conspiracy spread least of these my brethren, ye have done
to the homes, and in a suburb (Maple- it unto me. . . Come, ye blessed of my
wood) some were arrested and held all Father, inherit the kingdom prepared
day for soliciting rooms for which they for you from the foundation of the
were prepared to pay the rent desired. world_"—Matthew 25: 37, 38;40, 34.
One of these un-American "patriots"
The mayor hind been "reached". Hitler's
religion is. his, and he does what he can grabbed and tore up several copies of
to please Hitler and those for whom Hit- Consolation from the hands of a street
witnesser at St, Louis. An officer. made
ler is working.
The identity of the conspirators and him pay for them at 5c per copy, and
of their tools soon became clear. One offered to arrest him if the witness so delady in St. Louis said that members of sired.
the American Legion came to her house
four times, asking her to turn .1 ebovah's Stick Work of the Priests
The. priests of the oldest religious orwitnesses out. The last time they came
was at one o'clock in the morning, and ganization always prefer to have the
she then said to them, "I have four in my dirty work done by the American Legion,
house now and I am going to have six Protestant pastors or other persons or
tomorrow." These functionaries told this things under their control. They keep out
woman that she was un-American, to of sight and are trained in the art of
which site replied that she was a true posing. For example, there was. "Father"
American and intended to remain one as Lyons, priest o[ the Catholic church at
long as she was treated like one, but that 2721 Pine street, St. Louis. On Wednesthe American Legion did not lay her day morning he asked how 'many of his
bills or her rent, and that she was capable parishioners had rooins with which they
of running her own house and conducting could accommodate Jehovah's witnesses;
her own affairs without any of their that those who had such rooms should
22
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people, and was mad at the priests that people of St. Louis seemed to have
had told her not to let them in. The result changed; much more friendliness was
was that she offered her private home manifested after the convention got unfor their use and her private back yard der way than previously. Previously
some had been ejected from homes in the
for them in which to encamp.
middle
of the night, hut towards the last
One family was put out of their rooms
prevailed and all were
better
treatment
four different times. At the last place of
taken
care
of
as
to
rooms. The dividing
expulsion the lady was of good-will but
work
is
going
on.
Even
before the conher husband was dead from the neck up
vention
some
Catholics
wrote
lovely selfand ordered them out. The lady ran after
sacrificing
letters
to
those
who
had been
them and gave them $1.50 to help on their
assigned
to
their
homes.
carfare, saying she was angry with her
A sister was staying at the home of a
husband for sending them away.
Catholic
woman. The priest came and
Three Catholic priests were expected
tried
to
get
her to throw out the witness,
to come from Louisiana and to declare
but
she
refused.
The priest stayed until
publicly that they have taken their stand
3
a.m.
and
then
she
said, "Father, I want
for the truth. They may have done so. To
to
go
to
sleep
and
would like you to
scrutinize each face in a crowd of 115,000
leave."
As
the
priest
left he shook his
and take only one second for each face,
fist
and
told
her
she
must
throw the witit would require 32 hours to finish the
nesses
out.
Then
she
replied,
"These peoscrutiny. So don't expect too much.
ple are such nice people; I have nothing
One pretty good joke was that the against them." Finally, as the priest was
Daughters of Isabel, auxiliary of the going out of the door she said, "I am
Knights of Columbus, had a convention through with you and the church."
in St. Louis at the same time as JehoA witness from New Orleans reported
vah's witnesses. Five buses had been calling upon the MeNamara, the police
chartered. Four had loaded and pulled official, referred to in Kingdom News
out, when the girls for the fifth noticed No. 6. When she called she did not know
the advertisements of .Judge Ruther- it was he, but after a record was played
ford's lectures at The Arena. They re- his identity was revealed and lie disfused to ride until the offending signs closed that he does not wish eternal life.
came off (contrary to contract) ; but the Ile has a right to have his choice. This is
four other buses went through the city Jehovah's arrangement for all mankind.
providing "Father O'llooligan" with a
sight for sore eyes. How lie must have The Spirit of St. Louis
enjoyed seeing these dames in a car adEverybody has heard at one time or
vertising the meetings of Jehovah's wit- another about the "Spirit of St. Louis",
nesses)
name given to the plane on which LindOne 'Catholic woman was visiting at bergh flew from SL Louis to Paris. The
the home of another Catholic woman first part of August enabled 1.I5,000 of
when a witness called, played the phono- Jehovah's witnesses to actually experigraph and offered the literature. The ence this spirit. of hospitality, friendlivisiting Catholic woman said it was ness and good-will. Those who were enwonderful ; also that she was going to tell tertained in the homes of these kind peoher family not to say anything more to ple will never forget their heart-warmthe discredit of Jehovah's witnesses; ing, welcome and tender solicitude for
that they were the finest people she had their bodily comfort during their stay.
ever met.
Thousands of St. Louis residents slept
on the floor to enable Jehovah's witA witness from Danville,
stated that the attitude of the Catholic nesses to sleep in comfortable beds.

41) IlicroclE in lower foroground hide th.h!1.:1 ink exi.enshan. {.2} City on whooke, and it.w ovt.i. flow (in the tip Lour left).
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A conventioner who happens to he a
wholesale food dealer wr ites: "31y brother, Ira Houser, who was attending his
first big convention, and myself visited
the St. Louis Independent Packing Co.
on Friday. We related to one of the leading executives that we were attending
the convention of Jehovah's witnesses at
The Arena. We explained to this gentleman' that Jehovah's witnesses had been
grossly misunderstood and mistreated
by the American Legion and others. This
party said to us, 'I know very little about
your organization but I do know that
up to now (Friday) we have sold Jehovah's witnesses between $10,000 and
$15,000 worth of meats, etc., and that the
credit of this organization is ace-high.
And as for the American Legion, well,
it has just about done itself with the
people.'"
Most St. Louisans were not intimidated by the Hierarchy-'s frantic efforts
to retain its prisoners, Instead, they
proved to be real Americans, possessed
of remarkable sheep-like qualities. They
firmly stood their ground by keeping
open their hearts and their homes for the
`strangers within their gates'. Many listened with a willing ear to the Theocratic
message as it came from the lips of their
guests, and accepted literature still further explaining the hope that awaits the
meek. Money would be an inadequate
recompense for the kindnesses shown in
many 'Ionics. The Lord will repay all in
His own good way and time, as having
been done unto himself.
The big "room cancellation" day
(brought about by the efforts of the
newspapers) was Wednesday. The next
day 7,750 offers of rooms were received.
2,200 of these came by telephone, 150 by
telegraph, 200 by mail, 200 by personal
calls, and the rest were obtained by
house-to-house calls. Many publishers
were stopped on the streets by people
who offered to throw open their homes to
the conventioners. Many autoists drove

ASsii:NifsLY

to The Arena to carry to their homes the
cancellation victinis. A wealthy couple
cleared out two rooms in their home and
came in person to get some witnesses to
tenant them. A St. Louis man of means
called with his chauffeur to escort a
group to his home. He that sitteth in the
heavens had a good laugh at His enemies. What do they all amount to 7 A few
nostrils, breathing at present but soon
to be silent for ever in death, Some witnesses reported specially kind treatment
from Jewish people ; also from Greek
Catholics. Some who had to sleep on the
lawn of The Arena, or in Forest Park,
enjoyed the experience hugely.
Right beside the telephone booth, during the convention,.was a pile of bedding
and grips tucked neatly in a corner.
When nighttime came a little girl would
take a piece of newspaper and start
brushing oil the pebbles from the floor.
The first time I saw her with this big
piece of paper in her hand 1 said, "What
are you going to do with that, honey V'
And she said, 'Pm just sweeping the
floor so I can make up my bed."
She looked to lie about nine or ten
years of age. Took to it like a duck to
water. Then she would go to this pile of
blankets, spread them out on the floor,
and was gone for the night. She must
have been of the tribe of Issachar—glad
to have some place to lay her head, and
didn't seem to mind where it was either.
One of the "children of the King"!
The "Downie Mattresses"
When the sleeping emergency arose,
early in the convention, regional servant
M. M. noi.vnie was detailed to do what
could be done with least delay and expense. Strange as it may seem, with no
time in which to make elaborate arrangements, 1,569 mattresses were made and
used, and they consumed 6,935 yards of
material, I ti tons of straw, and 30 large
spools of thread.
The first operation of the mattress
"factory" was to buy thirty army cots for
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$41.40, These were quickly disposed or;
and when an attempt was made to buy
several hundred more the price was up
Sc per cot, a boost of more than .60 percent, and even then there was the warning that only a limited supply was available.
The next purchase was 1,000 yards of
ticking, and a ton of straw at $4, and a
host of willing workers made ticks 6 feet
by 2i feet, Result: mattresses that sold
like hot cakes, at 50c each, free to those
unable to pay. Each night at the mattress
"factory" could be seen a queue of men
and women, young and old, waiting to
get their "Downie" mattresses as they
came off the sewing machines.
One publisher was heard to say that
he had seen many a bread line, but that
this was the first "heel line" he had ever
seen. One young lady, well-dressed, re-
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minded the mattress workers that 'Jesus
was born on a straw mrp
and the
servant is not greater than his Master'.
Others were heard to say, "It is a miracle; the witnesses literally pick up their
beds and walk." Some carried their mattresses home on the tops of the ears,
thinking to use them at the next convention. All could see the graciousness of the
Lord in keeping the weather warm so
that sleeping on the grass was no discomfort. A week later it would have been
impossible, due to a cold wave that suddenly swept the country. Not one was
heard to complain. Many preferred to
sleep under the stars instead of in the
hotels.
Forty witnesses worked on the mattresses, glad to run sewing machines at
a convention that they might thus show
their faithfulness to Jehovah Cod.

Trailer Camp
Theocratic Trailer Camp News
to the population of the trailer city, such
When arrangements were progressing estimates ranging from 5,000 to 10,000
for the Theocratic Assembly in St. Louis, population ; therefore the city plot would
Missouri, and, in that a multitude of furnish plenty of room for them all. By
trailers and tents were expected, it was Monday evening before the convention
necessary to arrange for them a location it was seen that additional room would
outside of the city. A large field conven- be necessary for the city camp, and efiently situated for the purpose, located forts were made to secure such additiononSchuetz road, was offered by a person al field space for the overflow. Such arof good-will. Tall weeds and grass cov- rangements were slow in being comered the field, which were then cut by a pleted, and by late afternoon Tuesday
farmer. Then the "city plot was made, the large field was full and the highway.
with lots 20 feet by 25 feet for each trail- leading to the farm was blocked for over
er or tent and the car. The main streets a mile with trailers and cars with tents
were 50 feet wide; intersection streets, wanting, a place to locate. A farmer near
30 feet. There were around 700 plots by (he and wife both Catholic) heard the
staked off, and a "city map" made of the announcements 'from the sound-ear on
entire field, and plans were to have the the camp, and came over and offered
ears park in the street in front of their room for 50 trailers and tents on his
trailer, so that, in case it should be neces- farm. Considering, this the Lord's prosary, due to the field's being fille.d, an- vision several were directed to his place,
other trailer or tent could be parked in but shortly word was received that we
the space for the car, thereby- making could use a large woodland on the back
room for some 1,400 trailers and tents in of the farm where the trailer camp was
the city.
located. It was now only one hour until
Many estimated what was expected as darkness would fall, and, in that there

At the trailer camp: (1) Lletenere
shad.e. (2) Convenient hayatnek. (3) Ulaildren In ruse-reed ppww,
(4) Pubnc-addvoNm sy*Imm. (5) Listening to "Children of The Xing", (G) Receiving hew book Children.
(7) Wooded sectiof, of (Amp. (ii) in shady grove_ (9) AuxiAlary tomaspeakera.
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were no lights available for this woodland, it required quick action. Announcements from the sound-ear for men with
axes and hatchets soon brought a crew
of men who began to clear off a homestead for the newcomers. The spirit of
co-operation common among the Lord's
servants prevailed, and shortly many
were settled in the woodland camp; also
several already located in the field with
tents removed to the shady woodland,
leaving room for those who had large
trailers to take their place on the field.
Street markers and other signs to direct the friends in an orderly manner
were established, and the Theocratic
Trailer City grew until 677 trailers, 1,824
tents, 100 cars with sleepers, 99 truckloads (some trucks bringing 40 to 50 passengers), and 3 buses, with a grand population in the city of 15,526, were located
to share the greatest convention yet.,
We1I-ordercrl Facilities
A "business section" was located in
the center of the camp, where the general office, cafeterias, refreshment stands,
information hoard, mattress factory,
first aid, "lost and found" booth, icehouse, sound-cars which broadcast all
programs from The Arena, city directory (wherein every person in the camp
was registered, together with the address
in th6 camp, so that everyone could readily locate his friends), a post office, telephone booth, and many other conveniences for the aid of the population.
There was a demand for straw to be
used for beds in tents, etc,, so 2,459 bales
of straw were used, and a large stack of
straw furnished material for hundreds
of mattresses, which were manufactured
in the camp.
Three Missouri springs on the farm
furnished good water for many after being piped to the. camp, also 144,000 gallons of water was purchased for general
use, it being delivered in tanks to a cistern located on the farm, and then piped
throughout the camp, with spigots locat-

ed 50 feet apart along the streets. There
were 133 truckloads of sawdust put on
the streets to cover the dust. Electricity
was furnished to all who wanted it in the
main camp, and 450 servants, watchmen,
auto mechanics, sign painters, road crew,
sanitation crew, water-mem, and offie.e and
otherplaces where efforts were made to
furnish comfort for a/ within the city.
Chiropractors, osteopaths. medical doctors and nurses were available for those
who were ill; the more severe cases were
sent to the St.. Louis city hospital. Also
some eases where prospective witnesses
for The Theocracy were born.. The city
functioned very similarly to any other
city of its size, notwithstanding it existed
only a few days.
A great witness was given to the surrounding neighbors of the city by the
sound-cars on the camp, and one in particular would be of interest, which is here
related. The Catholic man and wife who
offered room for trailers and tents on his
adjoining farm accepted the Truth and
say they are witnesses now for Jehovah.
They stated that they never saw such remarkable Christian people, and that they
too will be at the next convention working with the rest of us in establishing a
camp. During the time the friends were
parked with them a Catholic woman
came to purchase fruit and said to him,
"Isn't that awful, this bunch of Jehovah's
witnesses located here'? I bet you have
trouble watching your fruit," The man
replied, "If they were that bad, they
would not be located on my farm; and
for your information, T have not lost any
fruit, except what i freely _offered them.
These people have been inisrepresented
to you."
A "lost and found" booth was maintained, where a vast variety of lost articles were turned in so the owners could.
repossess their belongings. Several children were brought in, and some adults
that could not find their way home, especially at night; also purses, and many
other articles. For example, one elderly
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witness lost a. ten-dollar bill, which was
found and turned in to the "lost and
found"' booth, and he was happy to again
have his legal tender and avoid inconveniences and hardships. What other
group of persons would operate like this
At 1 a,m,, Friday night, guards noticed several lighted cigarettes coming
through the fields and apprehended four
strangers, who admitted they were out
of plaice. A good witness was given to
them mid they were let go, but their presence was a danger, its all the roads in the
Woodland section were paved with straw
and might have been set afire with disastrous results.
The sudden shirt of the trailer camp
from St. Louis to the sites selected made
one of the greatest strains to which any
organization was ever subjected, and it
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was a marvel to see how the Lord provided experts in every line to establish
order and comfort in a very few hours.
The story is too long to tell.
By Monday night after the convention
the majority of the population had
moved out of the camp city, and were
journeying to every state in the Union,
also to Canada, where they will continue
to witness of The Theocrac. The remaining population were witnesses who
remained to dismantle the city, and by
Wednesday night ihe field was bare, as
every trailer and tent was gone., and the
field was cleaned of all material, with
nothing left but sweet memories of the
manifold blessings that .Jehovah had
showered upon His ambassadors in convention_

Convention Organization
Jehovah's witnesses Are God's People
Though ,Tehovahrs witnesses may be,
as some would describe them, as "the
fewest of all people" (though they did
not present that appearance at St,
Louis), yet they are really Jehovah
God's own T)cople. In important respects
they are riot like others, and could not be
like them and be His representatives in
the earth.
Did you ever see a mass of over 100,000 people without a pipe, a cigar or a
cigarette in sight/ You could see it at
St. Louis. The police soon caught on, and
their instructions to the force were, "If
you see a man smoking, watch him."
The obedience of the witnesses was remarked by everybody within the convention and without. No such obedient growp
was probably ever found upon the earth
in suet] great numbers.
Were more ushers needed, or more
workers in any department, for any purposel All that was necessary was to
make the announcement. Did the management desire to have the grounds
cleaned upi Thousands were ready to

lend a hand and the work was done
presto. Were they wanted to keep a
driveway open l There they were, bandin-hand, alert, patient, sweet in the eyes
of the "Father of sweetness". (That is
one of the names that occur in Holy Writ,
to wit, "Abinoam,")
flonest1 Has anyone ever seen such
honest people! And yet, after all, Jesus
said that`these are they that have received the Word into good and 12(n/est
hearts'. A parking lot manager insured
each oar on his lot up to $100 damages,
A stranger came in, and drew attention
to the fact that a sign on one of the Jw
cars had been damaged. The 'parking lot
manager located the car owner, and
started to express his regret, whereupon
Jehovah' witness immediately responded, "Oh, that isn't your fault; that was
not done here." With that the parking
lot manager turned to his prospective
customer and fault-finder and said, "You
are not one of these people; you get out
of here," The same or another parking
lot manager also chased off his premises
another man, operating with a Bible un-
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der his Mil. Ile said, in substance, "I
can tell from the way you conduct. yourself that you are not one of these people.; so yon get off my place,"
T.
days after the convention was
over the stree.tear
so well re.membered their numerous and kindly
customers from all over the United
States that they still carried the signs
drawing attention to the addresses
"Comfort All That Alcorn" zlend Children of The King", This also made a
good witness,
,A witness reports that at a certain
spot on Kingshighway, St. Louis, a
priest was standing, puffing away at a
cigar, A witness ear came along bearing
an advertisement of the miming meetings, and, ror sovw unknown refison, as
some as the priest saw the sigh 'Comfort
All That Alourn", etc., he snatched his
cigar frOrn his mouth and threw it on the
pavenient.
An Oregon . witness reported staying
at a trailer camp owned by a man of
good-will, a former 'Roman Catholic. Not.
only had fee rejected priestera ft, but
when lee lieare I or how many of Je.liovale's
witnesses had been turned away by deluded members or. his former sect, he
was so inclighant that only the opportunity of turning his cabin and camp over
to them coned cheer him. Ills greeting
was as warm and true as his lieert,
vo

Living the Truth
It is or Ft() avail to try to live the truth
if you haven't got it in your heart. A
clerk in a downtown Liggett's store (possibly the IlLtillagur) told a witness that
he had obtained literature from each of
nine or Jehovah's witnesses, and that
they are the grandest of people. He
called attention to an experience he had
observed : An elderly crippled witness, a
lady, came at t p.m. to rent a room and
discovered she had lost her purse (containing $200), having left it on the bus.
Two hours later' a young witness called
and asked for the crippled witness, stating that she had found her purse and

wished . to put it into the hands of tlw
owner, He. also reniarked how considerate the witnesses were, tiptoeing in his
home so as not to disturb others, rend of
their lcindneM toward one another,
A witntss stated that a man said in her
presence that it was the most renearkable thing he had evier witnessed, that
people should come from all parts of the.
UnitNI States in such iinniein riumbe.rs
and on shele an errand.
At a gas station u witness was mistakenly handed a $20 bill in change, instead of a v.rnaller one. Wiwn he discovered it lee went [wick to Ow filIing station
and returned it, as a matter Or 4,ourAe,
and the .1111ZITL Milark(id that this convinced him of t}ie truth and faillefulitess
or Jehovah's people.
At the trailer ramp cafeteria a witness
forgot }ter change., awe it W2L;-: at once
broadcast that she should come and get
it. Imagine the "purgatory.' and bingo
racketeers' doing anything like that!
Oae weanate took Literature with these
words "There must be Annolsing good
in this neessage; for all the l'acer's of the
peopLe that follow this are good to look
upon,'`
Another woman who took literature
said
have known of Juieovah's wit/1P:ANIM for a long tirac, but rwver thought
much about thorn until I saw fat fik1sP
pe.opie, "Yoh may fool ten, twenty, or .
even a hundred people, lint not this.
ieeany."
One of the witnesses, a gentleman or
75, with a long, white hoard, mistaken by
a little child to he "Santa Claus", took
t]ie time! to explain to the little one the
truth on the subject, and th.at he is just
one of jeleovah's witnesses, like all the
other men she saw abont her. It is n precious and heautiful thing to hear witness
to the truth to the heart of one of the
Little children of the King„.
There was neither boldness or a bLas4
kind nor modesty of a fillse kind auliong
Clod's people at. St. Louis. The weather
was hot, and the people dressed ac ordingly; and in the few instanee.s when men

Speoist train
42) Preparing territory. (3) Vprnargency rn;vttri•Ki.t5, ( 4) chkiarcn , .(8)
Pro-convc...ntion room
(1)
(5) Enjoy straw inattroases. (g) #4,4190 voluntoer far Egonv.cntLon 0.rtanktatlini, (7) Regkeit.e.eing
lies for new phonographs_ (1) Orchestra. (10) Information walkera Apply. (11) 302 xEge Up for plonoor scrvice.
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and women wore shorts, that was their
own business. Probably they did not
wear them in the witness work, but. only
for comfort while traveling. Several
babies were born at the trailer camp.
Why not! Jesus was born at a convention, was lie not!
Those in the religious business are
always saying that if "their" people had
the. zeal of Jehovah's witnesses they
could turn the world upside down. But
they haven't it, and they cannot get it,
because they haven't the truth. Nobody
can lie about Almighty God and make
others enthusiastic to serve H ire.
New Phonograph
There was no official announcement
ruade, hut it become generally known that
each morning there would be a release
of 100 new phonographs. By 5 a.m. each
morning there were two long lines of witnesses waiting to get in to get. the new
model. By talking to these witnesses it
was learned that some of those in the
front of the line took their post at twelve
o'clock midnight, and some at 1 a.m., and
many were there as early as 3 a.m. It
was noted that. each one was patiently
waiting his turn and without any complaints. These early birds represented a
cross-section of pioneers and company
publishers from every part of the country and some from foreign lands.Trim and streamlined, resembling a
handsome piece of luggage, the new,
pebbled gray phonograph is an improved
instrument for the use of His witnesses
to magnify Jellovah's name and to proclaim His Ring and His Theocratic
Kingdom. Although specially designed
for doorstep setups, the vertical-type
machine is equally efficient for back-calls
and model studies, as proved by hundreds of conventioners who were able to
secure this equipment in St. Louis.
Equipped with a lock and key, also a
complete set of instructions for its operation, each nue of the new lightweight
models was borne triumphantly away by
a witness who counted himself fortunate

in acquiring the instrument and eager to
put it into Theocratic use. About 300 of
the machines had been taken to The
Arena, and they were disposed of with a
rapidity that was suggestive of the 'proverbial hot cakes.
It was difficult. to turn them out fast
enough, as each one had to he assembled
by experts from Society headquarters,
then tested, all of which required time.
They were apportioned over a period of
three days and meanwhile demonstrations were carried on with a special cutaway model showing the working mechanism within. The Lord's people, after
ail, are at heart only children; hence it
was with childish interest they watched,
fascinated, while the demonstrator model was put through its paces, and when
the sound of Judge Rutherford's voice
issued therefrom as the machine was
held in one's hand in an upright position,
there were no bounds to their enthusias in. In their mind's eye they could picture themselves making doorstep setups
with such a handy machine.
Each machine is also equipped with a
package of chromium needles of the required length that must be used, each
needle being recommended for 25 playings, Full instructions for operating the
machine also include an explanation of
how to work the volume control. The
shutter may he left almost closed for use
in apartment houses, while outdoors it
may be opened to give full volume.
One advantage which entranced the
friends was the book compartment, the
upper part of which may be used to hold
two books and a number of booklets,
while below may be carried copies of
Watchtower, Consolation, Kingdom
News, and additional booklets. Or, in
case of getting ready to hold a model
study, sufficient bound books, Bible, etc,
for references may he safely stowed
away in the double compartment, along
with Moder Study booklet, eliminating
the necessity of carrying another witnessing case, Two records—four sides—
the maximum number usually desired for
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a model study of one hour's lefigth, may
be carried on the turntable when the machine is closed,
Those who have read the instructions
given with each machine value highly the
detailed outline of how to arrange and
carry out the doorstep setup, even to the
statement the witness makes in introducing the playing of the record; also advice on adjusting and care of the phonograph.
The new phonograph weighs but 8
pounds, empty. One may imagine its intricate and devious workings when it is
remembered that each machine contains
215 parts. The "insides" of a typical machine were displayed on a board at the
phonograph counter, at St. Louis, the
same being a revelation even to the
mechanically-minded. Moulds., dies and
tools for construction or the new model
were made under the direetion of the
Society. Production will be continued as
rapidly as -possible, so that more machines may he put into the possession of
witnesses as rapidly as possible.
Surely the Lord has again shown His
goodness to His people by placing such
an efficient. instrument in their hands,
and they will show their gratitude by
wielding it as effectively and accurately
as Ehtid used his dagger on fat old Eglon.
Magazine caul Subscription Counter
"Sold out the morning of the second
day of convention, with more than three
days yet to go,' was reported at the
"Magazines" counter, During this time
the corps of 21 disposed of 45,000 magazines and took more than 100 subscriptions. The convention could easily have
tripled the 0,000i
It seems all witnesses went to the convention magazine-minded; thus making
the demand enormous, Furthermore, the
magazines went out so fast on the streets
that in a short time the magazine publishers were "sold out" and had to replenish stock.
A very aged witness obtained 24 magazines, consisting of 12 each of The Watch.-
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tower and of Cansolation. Having disposed of all in one hour, he returned for
more, only to find the magazine counter
in the same plight as himself.
The advertising fliers also were all exhausted by Thursday, when hundreds
seeking them were turned away. To the
rescue were brought book-and-booklet
combinations and Kingdom News to
place for distribution instead of the
magazines. More than 400 new subscriptions were obtained at this counter and
elsewhere in St. Louis during convention.
Territory Assignment
Establishing union between the cardrivers who needed publishers to make
up their loads, and the publishers who
preferred to witness in vehicles, was the
task- assigned to the counter bearing the
announcement "Car Groups Made Up
Here". Pedestrians applying there were
directed to a section or seats reserved
for them near by in The Arena, there to
wait until a car-driver with a vacancy
or vacancies put in appearance. Suddenly the announcer would call out after this
fashion: "Three more wanted for doorto-door work." Those willing to volunteer for this type of service thereupon
offered themselves and the car-driver
made his selection. -Hundreds of publishers patiently awaited their turns. The
apphcants greatly exceeded the accommodations.
Boalcroom
Tire bookroom comprised space and
nine counters in the right corridor of
The Arena, and 56 workers were needed
to keep the soldiers supplied with ammunition in the warfare against the
De-5,11 and his army, especially centered
at that plirticular time in St. Louis and
round about.. Every soldier used foresight in having ample ammunition for
the conquest. Never at any previous convention was the enthusiasm of the witnesses nearly so marked; for it was even
far above expectation. More than 600,000 pieces of literature, of all kinds, -went
out during the convention.
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Arena Ushers
More than 2,000 ushers gave diligent
service: at The Arena. So many responded to the calls for more ushers that not
all could be enrolled; hence hundreds
urere turned away. Surely they willingly
offered themselves, in fulfillment of
prophecy concerning the people of Jehovah God. They "offered themselves willingly",—Judges 5: 2, 9.
Provision was made for every emergency, as a staff of reserves was always
at hand ; so that in ease an usher, for any
reason, must fall out of the ranks, another could readily take his place, or if
a need arose for more ushers at any particular place, they could be sent at a
m nte's noti cc.
The Assembly Hospital
Never before at any Theocratic assembly.- had sueh thorough preparations
been made to care for the sick and ailing
humanity as arranged at St. Louis, Situated on the sub-floor in the east of the
Arena building, a whole suite of offices
was given over fur the hespi (al, with its
dispensary, first aid service, etc. Here
52 different physicians were on regular
duty, assisted by 46 regular nurses and
50 practical nurses to care for the endless stream of applicants for physical
aid.
an Saturday, fourth day of the convention, at the close of the day those in
charge reported that 1,896 had .been
given treatment that day.
Virtually every known school of treatment was represented in the long list or
practitioners, including, allopathic, hom e °pa t hi c, osteopathic, (thiropractie,
neuropathic, naturopathic, also specialists in eve, ear and nose ailments, foot
specialists, and those with equipment
to furnish electric treatments, together
with men skilled in heat therapy, hydrops.thy, etc.
These faithful doctors • worked under
conditions of most adverse nature. For
example, there was a shortage of cots

and electrk fans, also of electrical apparatus. The Red Cross and the YALC.A.
of 'St LOOS were given an opportunity
to co-operate hi providing such articles
for the sick and ailing conventioners, but
their affiliation with big business preeluded their helping the Lord's little
ones. They all began with one accord to
make excuses, such, for example, .as the
fact that their equipment had been lent
to the Boy Scouts. They would be glad
to aid if they could, but they didn't have
the cots, etc. ; and so the alibis rolled
glibly from their tongues. "Then shall
they also answer him, saying, Lord, when
saw we thee . . sick . . and did not
minister unto thee "—Matthew 25744_
But the Lord's arm is not shortened,
and soon many if not all the needed articles begun to appear. Loving friends
,who had naught to sleep upon but cots
joyfully gave them up so that the cots
might be taken to the hospital, there to
be used during the day, then taken back
home again for their owners' use when
bedtime arrived. Even so, the great and
unprecedented and unexpected demand
made upon the doctors and their assistants was so extraordinary that these
volunteer workers performed their services under primitive and adverse conditions. For instance, a naturopathist gave
treatments to his patients while they reclined on plain boards, having neither a
table nor a mattress to use. The Lord will
remember these things when the final accounting is settled with the religio-medical authorities who permitted such tests
to be heaped upon his faithful servants.
By far the majority of cases calling
for treatment consisted ofVictims of the
heat. In addition, there were various accident cases treated, some -of the accidents having occurred to conventioners
on their way to St. Louis, while others
happened after arrival. Fortunately no
serious illness had to be coped with.
Three first aid stations were in constant
use, each staffed by an M.D, assisted by
one OE more nurses.
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Feeding the Multitude
Daily a modern miracle was performed
when the multitude was fed at an average of 2,500 every 20 minutes at the
greatest and largest assembly of Jehovah's people ever held on the face of the
earth; performed not once, but three
times every day during the assembly in
St. Louis. The hand of the Lord was evident in this vast undertaking, when a
smooth-working organization of volunteers, skilled workers all, gave gladly of
their time and energies so that the convcntioners might be refreshed with good,
wholesome food in abundance. The conventioners, it is true, endured many privations and hardships from the heavy
hand of the enemy during their passage
to and from the assembly point and in
finding adequate sleeping quarters while
within the city, but it is equally certain
that going hungry was not numbered
among the tests to which their faith was
put.
A parade of trucks which never ended
rolled up to the receiving department
and discharged their sacks, crates, bags,
cases and cans filled with food and drink.
Thereupon these were whisked into the
assembly line where vegetables, fruits
and meats were cleaned, prepared,
cooked and placed upon the cafeteria
tables, there to be borne away by the
hungry witnesses to the dining tables
where they were consumed. As the dishes
were emptied, other cafeteria workers
gathered them, took them to the automatic dishwashing machine, where they were
cleansed, sterilized, then wiped dry and
put back into the service, refilled with
edibles and made ready for another
round as thousands of more hungry ones
came in waves to have their creature
needs provided for.
And, as is the case with all the Kingdom work, feeding of the multitude was
accomplished without any hint of commercialism. None profited thereby in a
pecuniary way. All service was gratis.
A nominal charge was made for food and

drink, but this was merely enough to
cover the cost of the food and expenses
of operation. Thousands who could not
afford to pay were fed without one cent
of cost to them. Thus each who gave a
little of his means helped somebody else,
which was the Christian thing to do.
The cafeteria not only was better and
larger than ever before, but was managed with unprecedented efficiency and
dispatch. Problems that arose at previous conventions did not perplex the cafeteria staff this time; they had profited
by their experience. For one thing, the
long queues of waiting, hungry conventioners were not seen. Whole aislefuls of
people were admitted at one time to be
absorbed at the U-shaped passageways,
16 in number, where with remarkable
speed they passed around and each
helped himself, cafeteria style, paid his
cheek or presented his credentials for
free food, then carried his trayful away
to devote. to it some minutes of deep and
earnest "consideration".
Located in Building ‘_!A", to the left
(east) of The Arena, the cafeteria gradually expanded until it occupied almost
the entirety of this immense one-story
structure.
Cafeteria Items

(Food

consumed)

Dairy Products; Eggs, 4,850 dozen; butter, 1,758
pounds; milk (quart bottles), 23,627 bottles; milk
(bulk). 325 gallon*: milk (1/16 bottles), 279.729 bottles;
chocolate- milk (1/15 bottles). 42,872 bottles; buttermilk (1.116 battles), 19,297 bottles; cream, 265 gallons;
cheese, 1.710 pounds; cottage cheese, 4,560 pounds.
Fruits: Peaches ( 180 per bushel basket), 248 bushels;
orangeS ($6,766), 263 ernes; grapes (20,544 pounds),
748 boxes; bananas, 575 boxes; lemons, 57 boxes;
plums. 214 boxes; currraloupes (24 per crate), 458
crii..t.es; pears (135 pee box), 80 boxes; prunes, 2,675
pounds; raisins, 925 rw,unds.
Vegetables: Potatoes 412.900 pounds), 145 bags;
onion* (7,260 pounds), 116 bags; • tomatoes, 12,800
pounds; tomatoes (quart cans), 1,200 quarts: corn
(maize), 200 dozen: celery, 315 dozen: radishes, 21
crates; cabbage (24,404 pounds), 11.1 tons; carrots,
72 crates; cucumbers, 64 crates; parsley, 15 orates:
beets, 11 crates; cooking apples. 25 baskets; lettuce,
151 crates: green poppers:, 46 crates; endive, 15 crates.
sundries: Pi.EE, 11.4414: bread, 17,971 loaves:. Corn
Flakes, 250 cases; meal., 25,000 pounds; fish, 2.41)
pounds; sugar, 10.500 pounds: coffee. 2,500 pounds;
soda pop (12,565 cases), 304,40 bottles; orange drink
(1/15 bottles), 80,008 bottles; ice-cream bricks and
novelties, 14,790 dozen; ice, 346,010 pounds.
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Appreciation
oarylpargm, )4anining rracn5nery for cafeteria use and

whose hind aervIce arta 0o-operation are much appreelp.tcd by the Soeloty are the fallowing:
illobart Sales Agency, Kroger and COmpany, L. A.
Flori. Curtis Manufacturing Company, 1,1.$, 4liding
Machine Company, Howe Seale Company, Mario Coll
COMPanr, St. LOWS. Butchers Supply Company.
Stuart'a Care.

Any. reference to the Assembly cafeteria would be incomplete without mention of the corps of ushers upon whom
devolved the duty of keeping the flow of
humanity at an even volume. It required
425 ushers to do this job, working in two
shifts, the first from 6 a. n. to 2 p.m., the
second from 2 p.m. to 8: 30 p.m. In addition, it was necessary to keep a reserve
handy in case of emergency or for relief.
These ushers were arranged in five divisions, each having its own captain.
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Their job was to have charge over the
lines, that is, the ropes leading into the
cafeteria, and others who directed the
conventioners out of arid away from the
food lines once they had loaded their
trays. Thus bottlenecks, jams and confusi on were avoided. Time after time, additional volunteers had to be called for as
the demands became more strenuous.
A smooth, orderly, efficient and hardworking corps was built up quickly, Said
a St. Louis metropolitan policeman who
carne to eat in the cafeteria and who remained to praise the efficiency of the
ushers' corps : "It beats me. I simply cannot understand how you could set up
such an orderly arrangement in so short
a time. It is astounding."

Pioneers
New Pioneers

Jehovah's witnesses are i service organization, nothing else; more concerned
about doing Jehovah's will than anything
else at all. At the St. Louis convention,
besides the 15,000 children that rose to
tell Judge Rutherford of their holy purposes, 702 new pioneers signed up for
all-time service. Married couples predominated, the West and South seeming
to predominate over the North and East.
In some cases entire families registered
—six in one instance. Many had no automobiles. About half expect to remain at
home and work from that base.
A blind colored witness wished to know,
"Can't I be an all-time pioneer and spend
all my time in street-corner work?" She
was assured that she could.
At the convention were a number of
paralytics and persons entirely blind
who are giving much or all of their time
to the work of The Theocracy, The secretary and back-call servant of the Plainview, Texas, company was left a cripple
by infantile paralysis at the age of four
months. He drives his own ear, specially
equipped with gearshift levers and

brakes manually operated, and has been
to every convention since 1937.
A wheel chair sufferer of Lansing,
Michigan, participates regularly in information marches and regular witnessing and magazine work. Others bring the
interested to her and she does the talking. What an example to all the rest !
Pioneer Requirentent

Friday afternoon N. H. Knorr took up
the matter of "Pioneer Requirements".
He said, among other things:
You who have accepted the privilege of
pioneer service desire always to carry out organization instructions to. ihe best of your
ability. Your being a pioneer is not a feet that
discredits or casts a reflection upon others of
Jehovah' witnesses who are unable to be pioneers, but your position as a pioneer is a privilege from the Lord and conferred upon you
in reward for your zeal and faith in responding to tEw call for full-time service.
When you decided to go into the pioneer
service you filled out an application for pioneer service, and there are 'certain questions
on that application which every pioneer must
have answered 'Yes', otherwise he never
would have been accepted by the Lord's or-
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ganization to represent it in the pioneer work.
One of the questions is this, "Are you unreservedly devoted to Jehovah, having made a
consecration of your life to Him r That is the
whole basis for entering the pioneer work.
Our brethren in the British Isles arc working under great stress. The conditions under
which they operate are far more perilous and
distreming than the pioneers in this country
have togo through la this time. Perhaps this
has aided some in seeing their privileges. A
report was recently received from the British
Isles Showing that 11,024 publishers have engaged in the field service work in. Britain some
time during the past nine months. And 11 percent of these publishers are pioneers. In the
United States, where conditions are much
more favorable, only 61 percent of 411 publishers are pioneers.
In England the publishers are putting in
more time than the publishers here. During
the past nine months the 11,024 publishers,
which is their peak, put in 2,323,000 hours,
an average for eaeh publisher of 23.4 hours a
month in the field. The peak in the United
States, 64,302 publishers, but in a total of
10,988,000 hours, an average of only 18.9
hours a mouth per publisher_
The Lord's people bring much comfort to
the distressed human family, and this can be
greatly appreciated from a report recently received at. the Brooklyn office. One of our borrespondents here in St. Louis, who is an announcer over a radio station, met a well-known
English lady who was broadcasting over a
chain of stations. The key station of her broadcast was in St. Louis. The conversation that is
related shows the effect of the public activity
of Jehovah's witnesses upon the Ilritish morale
during the war. Our correspondent reports:
"Some time ago through my work in a radio
station I came in contact with quite a prominent lady from England. She is well-known
in religious circles there„ .
"During a talk which she gave on the radio
she used a well-known phrase quite frequently, After her talk I espremed interest and
called her attention thereto, saying; notice
you used the phrase "face the facts" quite
often. It reminded me of a talk I heard called
"Face the Filets" given by Judge Rutherford

and stater published, Do you know of him or
Jehovah's witnesses,'
"She straightened right up and said : 'Indeed I do. They are doing a fine work in England. In fact their courage and faith has a
great deal to do with the wonderful morale
of the English people'
"I queried: 'In %villat way?) and ahe continued: 'You always ace them on the street
corner with a smile on their faces, an encouraging word on their lips, and a little bag
over their shoulders. And they always tell
about the Kingdom. Then when an air-raid
siren sounds people on the street run for the
shelters, but these witnesses calmly put their
magazines into the bags and walk to the shelter. Then, once into the she/ter, out come the
magazines, and sometimes they even play portable gramophones, which run off messages of
comfort. the war-torn hearts of England so
greatly need at this time. It certainly has a
great effect!
"Then I asked : 'But what is the effect in
Germany? These Jehovah's witnesses are
cruelly persecuted there.'
"She replied; 'yes, Hitler and the Nazis
fear Jehovah's witnesses in Germany. A friend
of mine escaped from a concentration camp
and he told me of the conditions there. He was
greatly impressed by the faith and courage of
Jehovah's witnesses. He said the attitude of
the witnesses toward their tormentors was
something to behold—nothing but pity, no
hatred, He also said that Jehovah's witnesses
were kept separate from other prisoners by
means of high barbed-wire fences so that they
could not mingle with or talk to anyone else.'
"My English informant indicated that while
she did not agree with Jehovah's witnesses,
she did admire them for their zeal and
courage."
This statement from a person not associated
with the Lord's organization completely disproves the false charge made in this country
by the persecutors of Jehovah's witnesses that
the witnesses are Nazis or Communists or fifth
columnists, subversive and dangerous to the
cause of Britain and her allies in the war
against Hitler.
The pioneers in England have played an
important part in comforting those that
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mourn. The pioneer ranks are continually increasing there, even as in this country. In
1940 there were 1,037 pioneers reporting to
the British Office, but now there arc 1,243 at
the end of the first nine months of 1941, and
they are still increasing. If in America we had
the same percentage of pioneers, that would
mean over 7,000 fall-time 'servants of The
Theocracy.
The pioneer work is open to anyone who is
thoroughly devoted to the Corti and who can
make arrangements to devote all his time to
the interests of the Kingdom. As to those in
the pioneer service, they should remain there,
and can do so by putting in the time and looking welt to the interests of the Kingdom; for
the Lord promises definitely that if you seek
first the kingdom of nod and H is righteon.g.
item, then all these things shall be added unto
yea_ The "things" referred to were "what ye
Khali eat", "what ye shall drink," "what ye
shall put on!'

Brother Knorr then read a heartcheering report received from Germany.
The witness writes in cryptic phrase
from the heavily-bombed city of Kiel
that the good hand of the Lord is over
them and they are getting on well and
they are rejoicing over the victorious
forward march of our Leader, meaning,
of course, Jehovah, Daily they see that
truly the words of the Lord do not return unto urn void, and this gives them
strength, courage and perseverance. She
reports that they are filled with joy and
deep serenity, and peace that nothing can
'take away from them. Undoubtedly
speaking of their hack-calls, she says:
All our family is inereasing, and the little
ones give us much to do, It is a real joy to
watch these dear souls grow and increase in
strength. True, we are going through much
angering, yet WE experience also much joy,
and the fatter helps us Quickly to overcome all
hardships. Give our loving greetings to all
our relatives. In the spirit we constantly and
inseparably are united with you.
Brother Rutherford Greets the Pioneers

Next, at. four o'clock., Brother Rutherford addressed the pioneers, the rest
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of the convention "listening in" with
great interest as he spoke without notes
or manuscript, with a simple directness
that showed indeed that he is one of them
—one of Jehovah's witnesses, faithfully
serving together with them in the furthering of the Kingdom interests to the
praise of Jehovah's name. He said (and
the report is verbatim):
Greeting the Pioneers

Well, it should refresh anyone's heart to
greet a company of real fighters, that are not
only willing to fight., but to fight for the greatest thing that has ever been known or ever will
be known, namely, the great Theocratic Government. And the weapons with which you
fight are not carnal, but they are mighty to
the pulling down of strongholds. I imagine as
this company go about the streets today, they
arc malKing some of the "old woman" mighty
sick. [Applause] I mean that part of the old
woman that wears the flat hats. [Applause]
The time was when they had difficulty getting people to listen to them, but now they put
the throttle on the people throughout the
earth and they don't want anybody else to
squeak. [Applause] But the hand of the Lord
is not shortened. It is not shortened in the
least. When Be gets ready I.e send forth His
little company of warriors, they go and are
like a strong company of locusts that make a
Attic fuss and sting with hard truths.
A pioneer is one who blazes the way for
others to follow, 'When our forefathers left
the country on the other side of the Wean more
than one hundred fifty years ago and came to
Ampriea, they were fleeing from religious persecution., and they were 'pioneers for freedom
of speech, fr4eiloin of thought and freedom
of worship_ They never expected their offspring in this country to be hampered as we
are now, Rut it has been Satan's purpose for
many centuries in due time to try to put a
clamp on the mouth of 'everyone who proclaims liberty of worship of Almighty God;
and while we recognize that throughout the
whole earth he is erasing down on the witness
work, we know that when the door is completely closed, Lite explosion will follow. It
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will blow the lid off and the whole organization clear out of existence. [Applause]
So you have conic to this convention because you wanted to be iogether and cheer
each other op. You hALVe been tramping up
and down Ihis country for several years., and
many of you I have known personally for a
long time, and some of you I have not kiLOWIL
so long, but I See here many thousands whose
zeal for the Lord and His Kingdom knows no
bounds, You who have determined, by His
grace, to expend every bit of your strength
and your energy, not for selfish aggrandize.
merit, nor for the purpose of rere.iving the
approval of men, but for the purpose of advertising the name of the Great Theocrat and
the Theocratic Government by Christ Jesus;
you have come in realize that the great issue
before the world is, Shall the world be ruled
by the selfish agents of Satan Ihat blaspheme
the name of Almighty God, or shall it he ruled
hi righteousness, recognizing every man to
stand equal before the Lord, and everyone engaged solely in righteousness? You know what.
the verdict will he, Thffrefore you have gone
forth with full and .complete confolenre that,
when your work is done, the Lord will do His
real great and mighty "act" called His
"strange art",
am reminded of the words of the prophet.
recorded in the 62nd chapter, 10th
verse, which says. (this is ai eommandment to
the pioneers) 'Go through die gates, Go
through the gates. Prepare the way for the
people.' For what people? For the people of
the earl h that have been hoodwinked, blinded,
misled, deceived, and brought into an organization that Satan himself organized years
ago for the very purpose of deceiving mankind, These people are good people. I don't
care whether they :ire Cat!'OliVr PIotestant,
Jew or bend, black, yellow or white. They
are all made of one flesh, and every honest
man wants to serve GEKI; and our purpose
is to art under the command of our Lord to
wake known ID them that Ile has a way of
opening the gates for everyone who loves
righteousnms, that every one of these mare
serve IUrn in spirit and in truth and may enjoy the fullno.s of liberty of thought and action iii riglitemisriciv.

Now, it is a wonderful thing to prepare the
way for the people thus. You are preparing
it as an integral part of the organization of
the Lord by telling them the truth, not by
doing them any injury, You are not assaulting anylxkly. You are merely railing attention
to the great truths they should know.
And then the prophet. says, 'Cast up a highway! This is the time for the world to build
splendid highways, and it is a time for God's
people to cast up the Highway of Righteousness that the people may MT the way of coming to God and to Ms Kingdom.
The prophet further adds, "nather- uut the
stones," What stones? These stones over which
honest and sincere men and women, Catholic,
Protestant and others, have stumbled for
long while. Take them out of the 'way and
say, "Here is the plain way leading to the
Kinplorn." You &MO have to follow any
man, Follow the Lord; study Iiis,Word; take
His Word and know, when you have that,
that you have the truth.
Then says the prophet of Cod further, "Lift
up a standard for the people," What standard? Certainly not I litler's swastika, certainly
not that! jApplause] Certain/3. not the flag
of that religious instilution d eist has exercised
Nadi influence over the tillicials of many nations, a flag that floated above the flag of the
United States, Not that. flag! [Applause]
Now as for the flag of the United Sl at.
Everyone here loves that flag and loges that
for which it stands. 1 Applause] And everyone
here puts forth an honest and sincere endeavor
to obey every law for which it stands. I Applaiise]
The standard that you lift up to the people,
therefore, enables them to sec the real meaning
of the flag of the United States. When the
American flag was alLIOPted, it stood for free.
(10111 of thought, freedom of action, freedom. of
worship, freedom of open discussion of questions of importance, vial rights of the people
before the courts and elsewhere, the right to
express. oneself so long as it dues not inter.
fere with the rights arid liberties of anyone
else; and every one of you :still stands for Ihat.
Rut these demonized, unreasonable flag-wavers want to compel you to bow down in order
to violate God's law, and thus jeopardize your
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eternal life. They do not know what they are
doing. They are under the invisible influence
of the unseen ones, and you can depend on
this: that the most fanatical fap-wavers are
the first ones to violate the law for which the
flag stands! [Applause]
1. again state for the benefit of the people of
St. Louis and of l'iltssouri (where I happened
to be born, and glad of it rApplause] ; and
where I made many fights for the principles
of democracy because I believed they, are right
[Applause]) and for the benefit of the United
States of America [Applause], that Jehovah's
witnesses have the highest respect, love and
esteem for what the flag of the United States
represents, but, by God's grace, they will not
bow down to anything I [Applause] To them
that ilag means liberty to do that which is
right, and not license to compel people to violate their conscience. rApplause]
But so much for that; and let these longskirted roosters go out and howl about that all
they want. to. [Applause] They hide behind
the businessmen of the. city and lie to them to
try to induce them to put up barriers to those
who come here. The businessmen are very
much chagrined, and I appreciate their situation, because I know that men of Missouri
generally, the real old-time Missourians, believed in doing what is right, and they still do.
[Applause?
AVell, when Jehovah says, "Lift up a standard for the people,' what does Ile mean ? Ile
me/ins to lift up the standard of The Theocratic Government, which is the remedy, and
the only remedy, for world ills. [Applause]
Therefore., you, as pioneers in the field, pieTIMIN. in fact, as you carry the message: to the
people, you are the liberators of the oppressed
people of America because you carry God's
message which will liberate them. [Applause]
You go into a community with kindness of
heart toward all and with prejudice to none.
You have no malice toward anyone because he
is Catholic, Protestant, Jew, or a colored man
or anybody else. You want. to do him good,
and because you go about. and try to do good,
these unscrupulous things that walk on two
legs try to induce the fanatics to go out and
break up your cars and burn up your literature, and rob you, and castrate some of you,

which they have done. We serve notice upon
such now, once and for all, that those who
love Almighty God and the Lord Jesus Christ,
and who have undertaken to serve Flim, are
not deterred by any of the Devil's works that
these enemies try to do. [Applause]
We are going to harm no one, but the God
whom we serve is able to preserve us from the
assaults of those who hate righteousness and
love iniquity, and God will do so, and we have
full confidence. to go right on and expect Him
to do so.
Now then, when you go out from this convention, you go to carry on your work again.
You have lots of suffering. By that I don't
mean physical suffering, hut suffering the reproaches that fell upon the Lord Jesus Christ,
that have fallen upon the name of Jehovah
God. You are held up and ridiculed by religionists, not by honest men and women; and
you arc not ashamed to tell it, but anxious to
tell it. [Applause] And therefore you rejoice
in tribulation, because that is an evidence that
the Lord is pleased to call you His, His servants, which you are.
Of course, the enemy, because they head a
sect or cult themselves, insist on calling Jehovah's witnesses a sect or cult. That is all nonsense. A sect or cult is that kind of people
that are led by some human institution, led by
some men for selfish reasons; but Jehovah's
witnesses could not be such, because they have
no human leader on this earth. [Applause]
You saw a supposed picture in the paper
the other day of an old, drawn, baldy man.
[Applause] The caption reads, "This is the
leader." I am glad the Lord understands. He
knows that this is not. the. leader, but this is
just one of the boys fighting along with you.
[Applause]
I was born to fight for rightemisness, and,
by the grace of the. Lord, I will keep on doing
it. [Applause]
Now, if I don't quit pretty soon, Hayden
Covington won't get a chance to speak to you,
I told him I would talk to you foUr minutes,
and I have gone over it by about four times
that, but. I will conclude with these words
Don't think you are the whole thing yourself
because you are a pioneer. When you go into
a town, work it, and when you get ready to
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leave, don't go until you have turned over to
anal' zealous local witness for the Lord the
full results of your work, so that they can
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carry on. Keep on crieonraging those who hove
the Lord and want to do Ills will.
Now get busy.

Field Service
Literature
The following are the quantities of literature transported to the St. Louis Assembly from the manufacturing plant of
the Society at Brooklyn, N.Y.., all of
which publications were taken by those
attending the Assembly
6,440 Children (autographed edition)
150,000 ChIldftn (regular Pdltien)
.5110.41l1a Comfort AIL That Mourn
26,20G caries of The Watchtower
20,000 eDnIes of COneelatIon

Other literature was also used which is
not shown here, besides that which the
conventioners brought along with them
for use in the Assembly field service.
Field Service
The following is the report for the
four days of field-service activities, August 6-9 inclusive, there being no regular
field service on Sunday, August 10, due
to the full program at The Arena for
the entire day
I M211
pool.03
Bookleits
Publishers
Subscriptions
Magazines
Sound attendanee
naek-calta
Rack-calla obtained during the AeFsernbly

Sn.3,11S7
41,ifie
1.61.
56.,101
1/.122

2.5:11

The more than 8,000 that volunteered
to carry All the many and diversified duties and services. of the Assembly Organization did not report as field publishers, Notwithstanding, the above tabulation represents the greatest field report of any convention to date.
Model Service Meeting
Friday evening, after a period of song,
an hour was devoted to the presentation
of a model service meeting, in which
four brethren participated, representing
respectively the company servant, ad-

vertising servant, back-call servant, territory servant, TrE,Lasurer, secretary and
study conductor duties were also discussed. This demonstration was planned
to show what a properly conducted service meeting should be like, each of the
brethren participating in the program
coming properly prepared arid the entire meeting being conducted in full
harmony with Organization Instructions. Some of the points made, aside
from the features that are a part of
every service meeting, follow:
How publishers make their quotas_
1. Attend every service meeting, There you
are instructed in the ways and means of advancing the Kingdom interests. Supply yourself there every week with the proper literature, territory and hack-calls needed.
2. See that your phonograph is inspected before you leave the house, and make sure that
you have the record recommended in the
informant for that particular month. Also
that there are enough needles and that the
phonograph is all ready for the doorstep setup.
3. Do not neglect your family or duties at
horne. By working out a system you can give
proper care to your family and also reach or
exceed the quotas get by the Society each
month. When we pill forth the effort the Lord
is with us to give us the strength to do all.
4. It makes no difference if you live in the
north err the south, if associated with a large
company or a small company, if is the city
or in the country some pubINher in the same
cireumstances you are in will be making the
quota this month just as has been done before.
In regard to magazine witnessing, it
was pointed out that as this work progresses it constantly gains momentum.
The advertising servant said
it has ticen found to be better for the publisher, while going from slurp. to store, to dis-
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pease with the use of the magazine bag. This
is particularly true in larger business estab.
lishments. Go neatly dressed and in a businesa•
like manner ; carry the magazines in a brief
ease; approach the manager or clerk and introduce yourself as one of Jehovah's witnesses; then briefly explain that. you are distrihnting sample copies of The Watchtower (or
Consotatimi) with the hope of encouraging
more people to become better acquainted with
this important. journal. Briefly explain the
mission of the magazine. Mention the price
(dearly, 5e per copy. Take the name and address of the manager or other person with
whom you have left the magazine, and tell
him that you will call again and bring the
next issue.
•
Another point made in the model service meeting was thc holding of mod(-4
Bible studies. On this point the back-call
servant said:
The Lord has caused the quota of one model
study per publisher to be set. He doesn't ask
the impossible, nor is He any respecter of
persons. Eaeh and every one is capable of doing it., and is expected to strive toward that
end. Certainly Jehovah has made adequate
provisions. We have the phonograph and
recordings. We have three different. Model
Study booklets, The method of study is outlined. Now are we willing to use this equipment? His people are willing in the day of
power, where we now arc.
One publisher had been sentenced to thirty
days in jail. After eight days arrangements
had been made for his release on hail. When
he was informed of his release he objected,
saying he had a daily model study going with
three prisoners and did not wish to discontinue it. Remember the commission is to comfort all that mourn, and the model study is a
splendid way to do it.

Advice for Kingdom Publishers
Saturday afternoon H. C. Covington
talked on the subject "Advice for Kingdom Publishers". An abstract of his remarks follows:
All persons who arc fully consecrated to
Jehovah God and have agreed to do His will

should have in mind at all times the commission which Cod has given to them and which
commission is set forth at Isaiah 61: 1, 2, "The
Spirit of the Lord .
bath anointed me to
preach good tidings unto the.. meek; he bath
sent me to bind up the lfrokenheart NI, to proclaim liberty to the captives, and the opening
of the prison to them that are bound ; to proclaim the aeeeptahle year of the Lord, and the
day of vengeance of our Cod ; to comfort all
that mourn,"
They remember also the scripture, "Arid
this gospel. of the kingdom shall be preached
in all the world for a witness unto all nations;
and then shall the end come."—Matthew 24 ; 14.
This work Jehovah's witnesses are carrying
on by means of the distribution of Bibles,
books, booklets and magazines, and by means
of the phonograph, and by conducting Billie
studies. It is our privilege to go from house
to house to do this work even as Christ Jesus
and His disciples went from house to house
bearing testimony.
You should have in mind that we are living
in the day when Saian and his hosts of demons
are using every sort of device to turn the
faithful away from serving Jehovah, and
wrongfully using laws enacted for this purpose. This Jesus foretold. (Mark 13:9, 13)
There are upward of 3.000 arrests of witnesses
each year. This is proof that we are. the only
ones in the earth at this time that are doing
the Lord's will. We would begin to doubt that
Jehovah is with us if we did not suffer these
reproaches and injuries at the hands of Satan's agents.
End' publisher should own and possess the
booklet. Advice for Kingdom Publishers and
should be familiar with all itmontents. There
is no excuse for not being acquainted with the
things discussed in it. Wing confidential, it
should not be carried with you in.the field
service.
To be sure, the Lord will, according to the
promise, put words into your mouth when
before the enemy, but He will not do so for
those who have neglected a study of the advice provided by the Lord through His organization on this matter. Therefore 'study to
show yourself approved'.
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Each of the witnesses should defend himself in the lower courts, such as the police,
city, municipal and magistrates' courts, hiring
an attorney only for an appeal. However,
when any ease is first filed, by all means secure
a postponement of the case so as to allow time
to report the mutter to the Society, if it is
the type of case that you should have counsel
to represent you in the lower courts, the Society will advise you after receiving your report; otherwise act as your own lawyer,
The new book Jeitotigh's Servants Defend&
is for the use of the witites,ses in pleading their
own ease before the courts as well es in aiding the lawyers who are engaged to appeal
your cases,
The booklet. contains hundreds of favorable
statements made by honest American judges
in favor of the work of Jehovah's witnesses,
and it should be persuasive to any fair-minded
judge.
As we see the enemy moving in closer to
strike their final blow against antitypical
Jerusalem, Cod's organization, we know that
our deliverance draweth nigh. Until that time
of final deliverance, we shall joyfully go forth
with boldness, engaging in every branch of the
witness work in the name of Jehovah, regardless of opposition, violence and interference,
and gladly push the battle to the gate, as commanded by The Higher Powers. We trust implicitly in Jehovah God as to the results.

'Your New Work"
Sunday afternoon was devoted to a
consideration of the privilege of distributing the book Children, and the manner
in which this "new work" should be conducted. N. it Knorr spoke first. Ho said ;
The Lord is now at His temple, and those
that believe this will look to Him as the one
directing the Lord's organization to carry on
the work of God properly. When Jesus said,
"rikly Father worketh hitherto, and I work"
(John 5:17), that announced the rule that
everyone should work, One who has covenanted to serve God and His kingdom must do
works of righteousness. With him the Kingdom interests are all-important at all times.
The Lord's organization directs the activity of Jehovah's servants at all times; and

when new work is announced, then everyone
will want. to get behind it vkrhoIcheartedly,
willingly offering himself, and ace to it that
it is done properly and as unto the Lord, that
His name will be praised.
Briefly stated, your new work is this ; Placing the book Ckiidrea in the homes of the
people of good-will, following up each placement with the Study Course, and then making
a back-call without faili
What does this Children Study Course consist aft
1. The Ckildren Study Course envelope.
2, Three folders beautifully designed and
each printed in three colors.
3. Children Study Course Order slip.
4. Children Back-Call Reminder slip.
These Study Course folders are mailed each
Sunday night from your Kingdom Hall. So the
reader of Chi/dren will get his first Study of
the Course on Monday, about one week after
he obtains the book. The next. Sunday night
the second is mailed; a week later, the third.
A person receiving this folder each Monday
over a period of three weeks will certainly
have his interest aroused in the hook Children_
If, because of being too busy, he didn't get
started reading the book, the Children Study
Course will start him reading it. That is why
the book is distributed, isn't. it7
Further particulars dealing with the

distribution of the book Children were
presented, the main and only object being to assist all persons of good-will,
young and old, to appreciate the great
blessings soon to come to them.
F, W. Franz followed on the Sunday
afternoonprogram, and discussed the
subject "Solving the Problem". lle said,
in part:
Till now over 350 millions of books and
booklets besides still other hundreds of millions of magazines and tracts have been placed
with the people, But we are still faced with the
problem [of awakening real interest I. The
fault has not been with the literature or the
lecture recordings; for these are of the Lord,
who makes no mistakes. But the people have
been overcharged with the cares of this life,
preoccupied with worldly pleasures and inter-
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eats, and also blinded and prejudiced by religion, and frightened at persecution, and greatly in fear of the criticism of men, They have
looked on this as just another religion, and
different in that it is only so peculiar, and not
siccing that. this is Christianity, which means
Life. So they have not correctly appreciated
the Theocratic message,
Be assured of this: Our times are in (lchovah's hand and He knows the situation with
US and is more keenly alive to it than any of
us. He has brought us to see our need of some
instrument to create the opportunity by 'which
to catch up with the service quota which he
met for us through his visible 'heocratic organization, And in his due time He graciously
provides the way to salve our problem. Howl
By equipping us with the book Chi/dren.
The very fact that the Society has authorized a first edition of three million copies—
the first time in human history and in the
printing of any clothbound book, it matters
not which—is evidence of the fact that the
Society is convinced that this book Children
is the Lord's provided instrument to carry on,
if not also to finish, God's "strange work" on
earth, and that a great multitude are due to
come out, and that now—this bite day—is
the time!
Time before .Armageddon was /lever more
short. than now. If the rest of the "groat multitude" are to have any time to come out of
the great tribulation, they must. coma out now.
They must come out quickly, They need therefore to be helped to a speedy decision and
action. Children is the thing f We now have
it! Hence all that needs to be added is our
part, our willing spirit to work, our actual
effort., and the devotion of our time and attention in faith and faithfulncss.
C. R. Hessler followed with some
pointed suggestions on "When to Begin",.
of which the following are a part:
There is one phase of this new work which
should begin immediately, and that is this :
Everyone present should make a very definite
decision right now that you are going to have
a part in the distribution just as soon as you
receive your consignment of the new book.
Everyone must be wide-awake and alert to
his privileges and responsibilities.

5/

`Our weapons are not carnal, but mighty
before God to the casting down of strong-.
holds,' and the time is hero to use those weapons in a most effective manner. The opportunity has now come to use those weapons
against the most vital part of the Roman Oath-.
olie cult. For centuries she has cunningly and
craftily carried en a subtle campaign against
the children of her own organization, searing
their minds as with a hot iron, blinding them
to the truth, and filling their minds with trash,
fairy tales and nonsense, with the result that
today the children grow up in complete darkness as to the gracious provision that Almighty God has made for those who love and
honor Him.
But now, thank Cod, we are to have a part
in the mighty flood of truth that. is to sweep
away the refuge of lies and overflow the hiding
The very thought of huvirrg souse
part in disseminating this flood of truth
should fill our hearts with joy.
The command has been given to advance
against the enemy in what is to be the greatest educational "blitzkrieg", or "lightningwar", in history. What a prospect I how our
hearts should leap with joy with the knowledge of the fact that we are to have a part in
this new work against the most wicked, the
most vicious and most blasphemous organization on earth—the Roman Catholic Hierarchy!
You will recall that the tribes of Reuben,
Dan, tad awl Asher, when given the opportunity to serve and called to serve in battle,
failed to answer the call to arms; and this pictures those in a covenant with God who have
failed or neglected to do their duty. Surely
everyone here should he ready when the time
comes to ..go forth with their supply of the
book Children, that the people may know that
'Jehovah is the Most High over all the earth'.
T. J. Sullivan spoke next. on "When to
Begin". Some of his remarks follow:
When to begin what'? instructing the children of the King. All of us are convinced that
this began this morning with Brother Rutherford's speech on "Children of The King",
It is evident to all of us that the book OWdren is the instrument that the Lord has now
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prepared for tlw instruction of I1wchildren of
the King.
I. The Lord has prepared it in great detail
few this special work at. this. time, .roof it will
undoubtedly contrilnite to the vindication of
His name and the blessing of This creatures.
This is the first and primary reason for desiring to place it in the hands of the people.
2. The book Children is manna from heaven
prepared hy the Lord for the people of goodwill to enable them to see their relationship to
The Theocracy {as children of the King) and
what is required of them in onier to have the
Lord's approval. This information must he
placed in their hands and they have 4w opportinkity to ZISSi Hiih114.1 it herOre Armageddon.
3, The book Chiliirr , wit Ii its lere1,v (lours :E.
and hack-can follow-np arrangement, is the
most effective means we have had to date to
tear through the veil of indifference that
makes many baek-calls ineffective.
4, Children makers the is ue so clear that
the people of good-will cannot help but see
how these things can end will apply in them e
and will create hi the heart of each a desire
to have some part in i his great work.
5. The organization arrangement outlined
in connection with the book Can Brett is so
interloeked that it is impomililc for anyone to
withhold complete isi-operation noW.
6. AR we ligtericd to Hrollter Rutherford's
speech on 'Children of •The Kine, and NUM'
those thousands of eager young faces breathleasly following /.!VVVY word, the words of
Jesus occurred to us, "Suffer little children to
come unto me." The same implicit confidence,
faith and trust must. he exhibited by all who
receive the blessing of the Kingdom, Anot her
great inducement for us to participate in this
campaign immediately; The information that
there are three million copies in the first printing elearly indicates that there is a great work
yet to be done.
A, .H. Mactuilian spoke next, saying:
Je.hovali'm organization has been carrying.
on Kingdom work since the Kingdom was set
up. Who could have any doubt that our
new work'', as explained be Brother Knorr,
is real hitt,c2urn work. But the question is
WILV.N TO BEGIN, My thought is, Rioper NOW,

When Jehovah God gave any work to His
faithful witnesses of old, it is written, "they
rose up early in the morning" end got busy.
They did not lie in lied until noon wondering
how to get going, No; they were up and at
it early in the morning.
I have been attending assemblies of Jehovah's witnesses fur over forty years, hut
never before witnemed anything that stirred
and thrilled nie es did the meeting this morning. We saw new books released at conventions
before, but never was a book released as the
book araidren was. We saw thousands of
little folk march out of the auditorium with
their book—as gift from our president—hugging it as the precious thing it is. Not one
little girl had a doll, nor a little boy t toy
pisiol, All carried the Kingdom rnessag,e.
'hat a 'timing we all received as we listened. to God's message "Children of The
King", so quietly and well presented, Surely
the Lord was with our dear brother as he delivered Jeliovah's ineNsag,e, and we are all
glad.
Al Isaiah 4i; 1F Gull slates through the
prophet that Ile formed not the earth in \min,
but to lie inhabited. lie also states that this
land shall become as the garden of Edon, no
excessive heat or void, Hoods or &might, sicklii2SS Or sorrow, pestilcner or plague, to disturb the peace and trainpaillily of the people
living under The Theorrac'y.
Thus trtnirs name will be fully and eternally'
vindicated. The whole earth will be filled with
His glory and will s a race of happy and perfeet creatures that will forever sing His
praises. Thus The Theocracy is the great and
pc Fri alit
Oir 1h42 ,Bible, through
which God will bring ak'iit a.enialiiion of
pet we and happiness here upon earn that
shall endure forever.
That the new work must begin EiICHT
NoW ppeared when -Brother Rutherford

it mv,diately thernfter gavftbis farewell
speceh mid Fdarprkod all hy amounting:
We had on the grounds this morning only
40,000 of the autographed edition [of Chi,drcni . . But T am glad to fell you that,
while that 1000 are gone, there is another
150,000 copies on the grounds ready for use.
[ Applause J r
here to start with NOW.

Mem activItiem: (t) New portable phorlogrann. (2) "I Eavc. IL fodder!" (0) Another of 26,000 ningLizine publishers.
(4) -"Thanka, sonny'" (Z.) A living adveritoomemt. (S) A busy corner, (7) A gerviec mom ljtviimem, () Wortmon
ark accriiifin pol.M.-(D) F;XplikiisIng rrraguzine. (10) Young publisher, (11) DoLmitep gpti,mogrupli pickup,

Other Addresses
From Chairman's Address of Welcome
It is a real pleasure to welcome you to this,
the greatest assembly of Jehovah's servants
ever held. We. have gathered here for the purpose of giving all glory, homage and adoration
to Almighty God, our Father, the Giver of
life and every good and perfect gift, whose
name alone is Jehovah.
We are here as the representatives of the
great Theocratic (krvernment. That government is the only hope of the people, to obtain
that which they so greatly desire and need in
these days of dire distress and oppression.
This is a service convention or assembly of
praise. In engaging in the service by calling
to the attention of the people of St. Louis and
vicinity vital truths for their welfare we are
giving praise to Jehovah, Thus we edify one
another and set an example for our brethren
and others. We are carrying out this command
of our Lord and Master, who says "Let him
that heareth say, Come. And let him that is
athirst come."
This great Theocratic assembly of Jehovah's servants is, without a. doubt, the greatest
assembly of Clod's people held on earth ; the
greatest in number; the greatest in enthusiasm, as shown on the faces of the many, many
thousands in attendance.
Heretofore annual conventions have been
held at the same time in various cities tied in
to the key convention city with telephone
wires so as to prevent the brethren from having to travel great distances. This year the
Lord God Jehovah caused his people to assemble at one place. Because of its central location this city of the Ntivikg.ippi Valley wee
determined upon as the ideal spot. From the
outermost parts of the nation Jehovah's witnesses have come and • continue to pour in!
from Canada, Mexico, South and Central
America, the West Indies, and from many
other lands, they have converged on St. Louis
to join in this joyous assembly to participate
in giving praise to the. Most High.
•
The Roman Catholic Hierarchy have sent
their priests and nuns about the city demanding that the people cancel their agreements
to provide rooms and accommodations for the
eouventioners. However, we remember that

the Son of God said that He had no place to
lay His head; and when He was born roorn
was refused to Joseph and Mary even in an
inn, and He was born in a lowly manger.
Every person of good-will toward Jehovah
God, whether he be Catholic, Protestant or
Jew, bond or free, has been and is cordially
invited to attend every session of this Assembly. In thus doing we keep in mind Isaiah
55: 1, which says "Ho, every one that thirst.
eth, come ye to the waters, and he that bath
no money; come ye, buy and eat ;. yea, come,
buy wine and milk without money, and without price." The wine here pictures the joy of
the Lord, which is manifested at this Conyen tiou •
It can also be truly said that this is the
greatest assembly of "ordained ministers" of
the gospel ever assembled in one place on
earth at any time. One does not have to attend
a parochial college or theological seminary to
be an ordained minister. The apostle Peter,
and all of Jehovah's witnesses since the days
of Abel until now, did not. receive their ordination by reason of attending the worldly
schools mentioned. If one claims his ordination because of attending such schools, that
is a sure sign that he is Norr a servant of Jehovah God. The apostle Paul, before he became
a Christian, claimed his ordination after than
fashion, having attended the theological
schools of his day. When he came to a knowledge of the Truth, he gave up the practice of
religion as taught in such schools and turned
to serving Almighty God as 'one of Jehovah's
witnesses and footstep followers of Christ
Jesus.
Jehovah's witnesses receive the highest ordination, from Jehovah God, and are commissioned to represent Him, as ambassadors, or
ordained ministers of His great Theocratic
Government. The message they present in
printed form to the people shows them how
they can receive eternal life, joy, prosperity,
security of home, sure peace, ..and perform
Jehovah's mandate to 1111 -the earth with a
righteous race of people. Therefore Jehovah's
witnesses bring a message of peace which the
people so greatly need.
One of the habits indulged in, and which is
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striet/y religious, is handshaking, It requires
time and energy of both parties that could
be used to a better purpose. Stop the foolish
religious habit of handshaking. Let each one
remember that he has a duty to the Lord to
sec that everything is rased to His glory.
President's Opening Address
to the Theocratic Conventioners
After a brief introduction by t he chairman, the president of the Society, J. F.
Rutherford, addressed the conventioners, taking 'Integrity" as his theme, and
as his text Psalm 41, verse 12, which
says. "And as for me, thou upholdest me
in mine integrity, and settest me before
thy face for ever." The address appears
in full in the August 15 issue of l'he
Watorauwer.
Zone and Regional Servants' Duties
The Wednesday evening session of the
convention began with a period of singing, after which F. W. Franz addressed
the conventioners with regard to zone
and regional servants' duties_ Among
other things, he said:
When Jesus was sent to earth He was assigned a territory in which to bear witness.
When He sent forth His twelve apostles
two by two in witness work He doubtless had
it organized on Theocratic lines and Ile assigned to each pair is region. Later, when Ile
sent forth the seventy, two by two, I-Le must
hove subdivided the territory of Israel into
Mill smaller parcels of territory, like zones,
in order to avoid confusion in the work, to
prevent overlapping, and to see that in the
territory over -which Ile was the Theocratic
officer and exactor all parts were reached and
worked in peace and prosperity and with
righteousness, according to the righteous instructions He gave to them on sending them
forth.
Since we come to this assembly chiefly from
these United States of America, we are chiefly
interested in the work and manner of operation here, but the same Theocratic principle
of operation applies to all other lands where
the work still goes on in an organized way.
This country is divided into six regions and
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about 155 zones. Eacla radon includes about
25 zones. In turn, each zone includes from 5
if) 20 organized comPanics. Each company has
its respective assignment of territory within
that zone. Those attending upon these divisions and subdivisions of territory are tallest,
accordingly, regional, zone and company servants. Where a company grows to more than
200 publishers it is divided up into units, each
with its definite piece of territory, and all such
units together make up the greater company
of that area, .
The record at 1 Samuel 7:16, 17 shows
Samuel covered a regular circuit each year as
a judicial overseer, going from Bethel to Gilgal, and to Mizpeh, and then to his headquarters at Ramah. At each point of his circuit he made known and executed the judgments of the Lord amt checked up on the
keeping
laws in the typical Theocracy. At the headquarters of the Lord's visible organization on earth a daily inspection
is made to ace that all is going well, up to the
right standard, and that nothing is being
overlooked or is slipping or falling into a
condition of disrepair or danger or failing to
perform its proper part. Likewise the zone
servant, as well as the regional servant, most •
make the. rounds by personal visits at. regular
intervals and spend three days at a. time at
each point, Wednesday being his off day for
making reports and other 'natters_
In connection with getting well acquainted
and carefully observing the brethren individually as far as possible, the servant should be
on the lookout for those who show themselves
as capable, reliable, zealous, and faithful and
who are good prospects and could be entrusted
with special service of responsibility. .
Thus he may roa,ke goad recommendations to
the Society, and someone may thus be convenient fol. call who is equal to the task. The
apostle Paul had this in mind when he wrote
to Timothy, saying, "Thou therefore, my son,
be strong in the grace that is in Christ Jesus.
And the things that thou halt heard of me
among many witnesses, the same commit thou
to faithful . men, who shall be able to teach
others also,"--2 Timothy 2 1, 2,
If the consecrated servant loves God with
all his mind, heart, soul and strength, then
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he will seek to eonserve
his powers and
time and means so as to eleOlLutilibe toward the
Devil's selfish organization and to give richly
of his all toward the Lord's organization. Being, on the go all the time, the zone servant
must take this into account, as to travel, tune,
his bodily strength and expense allowance and
the wear and tear of his means of conveyance,
The matter of conanunicatioas also plays a
part in this. Care should be taken to avoid all
confusion in keeping in touch with the Society, or the 7.one servant with the regional
servant and vice versa.
It is written; "Blessed art thou, 0 land,
when . . thy princes cat in due season, for
strength, and not for drunkenness!" ( Ecclesiastes 10: 17) Active Kingdom publishers
need strength and to have it renewed regularly in due NeaSEPTI.
arid irregular publishers need sirengt
the food Jehovah provides in due season, The strength one
gets by eating the Lord's provided food at
study classes is only rightly used up in field
work.
•
•
Statement Regarding Press
Thursday afternoon the convention
chairman made the Following statement :
of reel gious
The public press, at the nisi
moguls, ignored this conveniion Wore we
arrived in the city. Even the mayor's secretary
stated that there would not he 210,000 people
here. The convention opened yesterday with
64,000 people. Newspaper re porters were present, so they cut off 10,000 or the attendance.
Then following the usual course of their spiritual advisers, they misquoted the speaker, publishing that which be never even thought of
saying. We have ceased to furnish copy to the
public press, for the reason, they ehange it
to make! it appear ridiculous. But lu safeguard
ourselves, and in order that the people might
know the truth, our Society pulilished the
president's discourse with which this cuilveillion was opened, and it is today released and
everyone who will read it will see that the
morning paper deliberately inisrepresenied
the facts. Let each person judge whom the
paper represents-'rills convention is interested
only in publishing the trui h. It is quite manifest that the newspapers have no desire for

the truth. Judging from the past actions of
the newspapers we have learned that they
would not publish the truth even if they
knew the truth would snit their situation better than a falsehood. They are in the habit
of following their father, the chid of liars,
mentioned al. John 8 44, and whom their spiritual advisers now ably represent..
Judge Rutherford is a native-born Missourian, a member of the bar, practiced in all
the courts of this state for seventeen years.
and yet the. Olobc-Dertiocrat calls him "the
tall, balding, wing-collared Californian". And
evidently for the purpose of making it appear
that he insults the people of his native state
they published the following: "You suffered
coming to SL Louis, you are suffering now
because many of yon have laid your room accommodations cancelled, Ws was brought on
by pressure to force cancellations. You can
expect other suffering and instils in St. Louis.,
and may, like Job, wonder why the Lord led
you to this city for a national convention."
Sixty-four thousand people who hoard this
discourse know that that is absolutely false,
that he uttered notione word of it.
Furiherrnore, the publication of i he. exact
text of his address, that today is released 1.0
you, shows that he uttered nothing of the
kind.
As further evidence, his speech was simultaneously recorded and this will also testify
that the reporter who iurned in the copy, and
which was puhlished, deliherately lied.
In order that the press may ILOt have any
excuse for misquoting. me, I have had a few
copies of what I and now saying made and they
can have that.
At 5 mtn. 5,20D advance copies of the
Aua.- ast 15 issue of The Watchtower,
featuring Juilge Rutherfor,,d's opening
address., on "Integrity', were released
and quickly circulated in St. Louis.
Zone Assembly and Its Purpose
X
At 7 : 30 inn. r.r. J. Sullivan spoke on
the subject 'Zone Assembly scud Its Purpose". A portion of his address follows:
By `'s=cone W.Onlikr" we do not me1111 the occasion when the regional servant visits the
zone, but rather the organizing or assembling
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of the country into zones for Kingdom service..
The zone setup as we now have it is no new
arrangement. The early church was organized
into a zone setup similar to what we have today, having the eliureh at Jerusalem taking ill
the Kingdom interests in that SR.Tti011, OW.
Church at Ephesus, Corinth, t4alatia, Rome
and other places whose activiticzi spread out
to include the Kingdom interests through the
area surrounding, these centers. . .
At the heginning the faithful reeognized
that, the visible part of T] Theocracy centered at JerlaS411ern, and that organization instructions emanated from them. These were
actepted and obeyed because they were from
the Lord and through 11 is 11.!kdal.Fli.xliod arrangement. After Paid's appointment the ehiirch
as a. whole recognized him as Jellovab's special choice and representative to issue in. tructions, These instrnetions they accepted as organization instructions and obeyed them implicitly. The Lord unquestionabiy blessed this.
arrangement in the establishment. of the early
church and it grew inid developed under that.
ministry.
This establishes a precedent For each servant. of the Lord and emelt person in
organization to be governed by, To us it means
—first, W.:4'41141hr who is delegated by the Lord
to is'nie instructions. Prove this heyemid any
possible hat 'r11011 OLEW tall ii)0 rile ti oils
corning from that Nourec, in 'pite of everything. Permit nothing to turn you aside from
that. 'Me Devil will 112ie every power at his
command to becloud the
;]rid turn you
aside and use you to turn others aside from
the Lord`s service. Do not permit this.
Some who think they have a good knowledg,e
of the Lord's purposes disobey the positive
instruction of I he Lord io mark and avoid
those who cause divisions. These foolish ones
go out of their way to have fellowship with
such clip, rdorly people in the hope of redeeming Them, The only 1N41y anyone. can be redeemed or helped by another is for lite obedilet Elie reent creature to obey the Lord
bellious on ;cc your good works of unswerving devotion to Jehovah. Avoid all fellowship
wit]i them until they manifest proper repentance and the spirit of the Lord.
The vital importance of obeying organiza-

tion instructions cannot he overemphasized,
Every zone and regional servant should be
continually on the alert by word and deed to
be an example of proper observance of organization instructions; for if those appointed
by the Lord to take overnight of the Kingdom
service eel. an irk proper example, others feel
that they van take similar liberties with tho
Lord's instructions,
How are we to find out what is required of
its now! The first and main requirement is to
have a clear vision of The Thewracy, The
procedure set forth in the early church is
Kiwi] as an CYAMPIC for us to follow, as well
as starting the early church in the proper
course, The apostles and others as individuals
did not judge, icondemii, rebuke and instruet
according i.o their own ideas ; neither should
we, for two very good reasons;
1. If the apostles and early churell could
not do this as individuals, it is certain that
we cannot do it. If the individual were to do these things
according to his own standards, then no organimlion instructions such as the church at
Jerusalem gave to the apostles or as Paul gave
to Titus and Timothy would be necesF,ary.
The Lord, however, sew that sneh instructions were necessary and arranged for them,
and we are obligated before the fiord to accept
them and obey them. I am sure we should have
no difficulty in seeing that apostles' assembling
at. Jerusalem and issuing instraci ions io ihe.
ehurch represented the Lord's arrangement
at that time. Neither should we have any difficult' in seeing that Pen] Was specially delegated by the Lord as his special representative io the early chureli, because the Scriptures definitely state this to be a fad.
Now, if the conditions that existed 33k the
early eiifir(ih are going to be restored, and the
Lord says they are (Isaiah 1:25-27), then
Paul, es the representat ive of the Lord delegating authority to Titus and Timothy, must
picture the Lord himself at His second advent
delegatirfg Wig horii y to someone whom Titus
and Timothy pietured. The question is, -Whom
did Tftus and Tirana*. picture? The Scriptures (dearly answer that they pictured that
•‘faithfill and wise servant", the remnant on
earth after the Lord comes to flies temple and
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proves His people and delegates special authority to them,—Matthew 25 : 4547.
Is this based on solid Scriptural facts? Here
are the Seri/Aural facts_ iludge for you/self,
1. The detailed flpe.(an organization. such
as we now have it was established by the Lord
and carried on by the early church,
2. After the death of our Lord and the
apostles the enemy overreached the church
and substituted a ceremonial religious practice instead of the simple and ancient organization of the Lord,
3. The Lord promised to restore this original condition in His own due time and way.
These scriptures we have already considered.
—Isaiah 1:25-27; 60: 17.
4. Amording to the parable of the pounds
and of the talents this restoration was to take
place after the Lord's second advent when Ile
was to come to the temple, examine the servants, condemn the. unfaithful, and to the faithful say, as at Matthew 25 :23, 'Well done,
good and faithful servant thou }cast been
faithful over a few things, I will Set thee over
many things. ; enter thou into the joy of thy
lord! There the Lord definitely delegates or
authorizes His servant to act.
5. The parable of the faithful and wise servant, "Who then is the faithful and wise servant, whom his lord bath set over his household,
to give them their food in due season? Blessed
is that servant, whom his lord when he comet])
Shall and so doing,"—Matthew 24:45-47,
A,I? • V.
6, Who is that "faithful and wise servant" ?
It is unquestionably the class who saw the
Lord in His temple, who recognized their own
undone condition and their need of cleansing
and who joyfully submitted themselves to
that cleansing, and then said, 'Lord, here am
I; send
At the Cedar Point convention of the Lord's
people in 1922 that "faithful and wise servant" was appointed by the Lord and delegated
to go forward with the organization of the
church for service just as Timothy and Titus
were delegated by Paul to act in thc. early
church, There the Lord "laid hands"- upon
His servant. Step by step that organization
has continued to grow from that time on. We
had the revelation of the two organizations

in 1925, cleansing of the sanctuary, revelation
of the "great multitude", and so on, up to
1938, when came the installation of the zone
assembly setup.
The Scriptures and the facts clearly prove
that the Lord, the great Judge, came to His
temple in J918, that He tested His servant,
and in 1922 He delegated His "faithful and
wise servant" to set for Him, and that "faithful and wise servant" is His people organized
and known as the IflorATexTowra BIBLE AND
TRACT SOCIETY, Jehovah's witnesses.
But keep this in mind that this delegating
J111thOrity is not conferred upon any individnal. Timothy and Titus represented a collective body, not some individual, It is the collective body or organization that issues organization instructions, rebukes when necessary,
and issues any other counsel to the church under the direction of the Lord. The president
of the WATCHTOWER. BOLA?. AND TRACT SO-.
METZ. therefore, is the physical mouthpiece
of the organization and the one appointed by
the Lord to determine policy, issue organization instructions, etc., lie, of course, acting for
the organization and as directed by the Lord.
Special organization instructions covering
the field service are sent forth, These are
based upon the Scriptures and in full accord
with the organization established by the Lord
at His first advent. These instructions are
binding upon everyone in the organization.
They are not discretionary, but entirely mandatory. No regional servant, zone servant or
company servant has any right to alter or
amend them.
Always carry out the instructions you have
received as from the Lord. Report to the office
according to organization instructions, so that
the brethren there who cheek your report can
accept your report with full confidence, so
that they in turn may carry out their part of
the Theocratic arrangements.
"Comfort All That Mourn"
The outstanding feature of Saturday's
program was the address by the presi-

dent of the Society, J. P. Rutherford, on
the subject "Comfort All That Mourn".
To this address the public; were invited,
although welcome to any and all sessions
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of the great Theocratic Assembly. The
address is available in print, complete.
His concluding remarks were—
It is a blessed privilege to stand in this
place, the land where I happened to be born,
and speak to the children and offspring of
some who are neighbors and personal friends
of mine, and I count it a great blessing from
the Lord to be permitted to have something
to do with bringing to the people of this State
a message of comfort, I hid you each one and
all to calmly consider! What do any of the
world powers hold for me that will bring any
lasting benefits! You will find none. And then
ask, What are the benefits the great Theocratic
Government holds if I turn my heart. to Jehovah God and His iing4 and you will find
everything here that heart desires. And may
the Lord's blessings go with every one who i5
of good-will and who accepts the truth, whether he be Catholic, Protestant, Jew or Gentile,
white or black, bond or free. Let's thank the
Lord that we have the. privilege of now seeing
that the great Theocratic aovernment. is here,
that evil shall quickly pass away, and that
blessings shall come to stay forever to the
glory of the Lord.
After the lecture the new booklet Comfort All Thai Mourn was released and
ten copies were given free to each conventioner so desiring for instant distribution. Thus 450,000 copies of the
speech were speedily distributed all over
St. Louis and vicinity.
Immersion
Sunday morning witnessed the greatest mass immersion of Christians in history. There was an early assembly at
The Arena of all those desiring to symbolize their consecration to God by baptism in water, and at 7 -. 30 aim a speaker
addressed them briefly on the significance of the occasion, also introducing
Brother Rutherford's recorded speech
on "Baptism", which wa8 reproduced
over the public-address Ny8tein_ There
were 3003 that presented themselves for
immersion; and 1,357 of these were children, which was quite appropriate for
"Children's Day".
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The same corporation that rented The
Arena and its grounds for the Theocratic
Assembly also arranged with its adjacent Amusement park for the use of
their excellent outdoor swimming pool
for the immersion. The preliminaries
concluded at The Arena, the. children .
were first permitted to march out and
walk the one block to the scene of the
immersion, in order that .they might receive the first attention and be able to
return and occupy their places among
the reserved seats for children at The
Arena before Brother Rutherford delivered his address on "Children, of The
King", at 11 a.m. The adults came thereafter and were immersed, without any
further words or any ceremony at the
pool. So well-manned and efficient was
the organisation for this service that
everything proceeded very orderly and
with dispatch, and in. two hours the
record-breaking number of 3,903 were
handled and enabled to return and join
in the 10 am_ assembly at The Arena in
preparation for the feature event of
"Children's Day". Due to conditions over
which the Society has no control there
in St. Louis, the many Colored brethren
amongst the candidates were obliged to
be immersed in a fine pool in a Colored
institution downtown, and to which they
were speedily taken and thereafter
transported back to The Arena by a
. motorcade all in readiness and at their
service, free and voluntary.
The attendance each successive day of
the Assembly illustrated the prophetic
truth that "of the increase of his government. dnd peace there shall be no end".
(Isaiah 9: 7) When Brother Rutherford
delivered the opening address Wednesday afternoon 64,000 were in attendance
according to the official count. Friday,
the number had increased to 75,000; Saturday, to 1.05,,500; and Sunday morning,
to 115,000, to hear "Children of The
King". Thereafter the audience tapered
off to 80,000 to hear Brother Rutherford's farewell speech at 4 p.m., and 44,000 remained and heard the concluding

CL) On way to immersion pool. (2) Hold your nose- 0.) Two of 1,2.57 ghEhiren Immersed. (4) Auratting their
turn. (E) SyrnholLzing their consecrralon, (6) The iromeriton pooL (7) fsome et a,903 immersed. (8) Irnrner
bLon of colorod brethrort,
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-speeches by other speakers in the evening.
Conclusion
We now take leave of the greatest convention e-ver asseinhle-(1, Besides the vast
audiences reported, 700 heard the Saturday and Sunday speeches by phone di-

rest to Bethel (Brooklyn, N. Y.I and
Station WIi.BR on Staten Island, N. Y.
AlsoWednesday
's discourse WaS 11TOadeast by WBRII. Now by phonograph recordings, by picture and by print all the
proceedings will lie brought to others
who seek meekness and wish to live imder the protection or TIIE THEOCRACY.

Jehovah's witnesses Assembly in Britain-at-War
Leicester, England, September 3-7, 1941
WEN while preparations were made icans scninds like considerable of a feat.
I for the great American convention And above
this whole accomplishment
Jehovah's witnesses at St. Louis this must he. carried out in a country exceedquestion was in the minds of friends on irigly
from two years of terrible
both sides of the Atlantic: Will jehovah war. 'This is the I ,ord7s doing, and it is
exert His power to give Great Britain a marvelous in our eyes;—Iksalm I18:23.
convention this year The English brethren faithfully behoved the Lord would Faith. Rewarded
do it, and His. direvtion seemed to indiAt last, Wednesday, September 041,
cate De Mont Cori f Itrll, in Leicester, as 2 p.m., was here.. The courageous people
the gathering place. Jehovah then re- who assembled in Leicester in the raee of
warded the diligent efforts of the 'British all odds had their faith rewarded rind
to give them an unparalleled wartime their anticipated joy fulfilled when they
convention or l2,000 attendance, Septem- heard the great St. Louis speeches of
ber 3-7, 1941!
Judge Rutherford reproduced for them
The Lord's people in Britain were thus by electrical recording. The program,
furnished conclusive proof' that Jeho- and sequence, ot the American convenvah's TIT KorliAT1O organization is in com- tion, held a month before, was followed
plete operation and marching forward exactly. They even heard the judge's
unwaveringly to final victory. In war- voice, due to the miraculous mariner in
torn England, where the bloody .aft- which the Lord got the recordings over
ware has desolated so many cities, the to England, less than a month after their
difficulties or having a convention were original delivery.
The glorious convention opened on
insuperable except by Ms power to conquer. Travel itself is frowned upon. Pet- time. The Hall was packed, the amphirol is rationed and, of course, difficult to theater was full; joyfully seven thouobtain fur trips. Butter and sugar are sand sang the opening songs in conalso strictly rationed and, in order not junction with the orchestra, chorus and
to burden the city of Leicester by large organ. My, what sweet praises were
demands, most were compelled to bring sung to the Most High! and what voltheir own supply. For 8belter the Lord's ume! The chairman's opening greetings
people had to bring tons of canvas tents, were givOn, followed by an outline of all
which, after erection, must lie camou- convention field-service activity. All
flaged according to regulations, The two these instructions were carefully folthousand who came on bicycles carried lowed. Now it was three &dock, another
clothes, food, books, and even children, song was sung, and then came the first
often hundreds of miles; which to Amer- great feature of the convention—Judge
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Rutherford's opening address. It was
heard crystal-clear t h roughout the
grounds, hall, tents and amphitheater,
accomplished through one of the finest
sound-engineering hookups iri this
country, all built, designed and operated
by servants of Tun TIMOCEACY. Everyone paid close attention, just a.s if the
whole audience were sitting before Judge
Rutherford at Si. Louis. By the Lord's
grace, the three sets of recordings for
this convention were flown over the Atlantic by transatlantic air mail shortly
after the t. Louis convention. These
were the finest and clearest recordings
ever received of Judge Rutherford's
broadcasts.
The subject of 'Integrity", with its
increased light on the book of Job, was
an unexpected thrill. Everyone was. encouraged by this revelation that the sufferings of that "-hated" one, Job, -who had
done no wrong, pictured the sufferings
of the Lord's remnant and their companions today; that a faithfulness like to
Job's would result in a reward as bounteous as he enjoyed when his integrity
had been proved under severe test. The
brethren duly noted the emphatic statement by Judge Rutherford that the issue
was that of "VINVERSAL POMELVATTON", and
resolved henceforth to resist to the utmost the Devil's /nighty campaign to
dominate the whole of living flesh. At
the conclusion of this remarkable lecture
the following cable was sent to Judge
Rutherford:
seven thousand your British brethren opened
assembly for worship
nift[ighted to hear

your voice again. Greatly appreciate your ta'k
"Integrity". Our keel for The 'Theocracy has been
thoroughly amused. We are delennfood to maintain our integrity, come what may, and Aght
against Satan's bid for cinivereal domination•—
Leicater 'Theocratic Assembly,

Wednesday evening Jesse Hernery,
vigorous and confident, jubilant and
exultant, even as the president revealed
himself, lost no time in communicating to
his audience some of the reasons for his
enthusiasm. The brethren hung upon his

words as he stressed the staternent, "This

is not our swan song," and rejoiced as he
exclaiined, "We shall meet again next
year. I don't think it will he here in
Leicester, for tllev don't seem to like us
very much," and pondeied deeply over
his suggestion that Nazism was only a
passing and preliminary phase, and that
the great clash of the two opposing
organizations is yet to come. The brethren were delighted to know of a probable

further opportunity to contact with a
"quick, sharp witness" those whom the
present emergency of war holds in a
tight grip, and were keenly appreciative
of his exposition of the abundant qualifications of the ancient princes for their
positions of authority in control of the
new earth.
A discourse was given on "Zone and
Regional Servants' Duties", and a call
given to all brethren to give closer heed
to organization instructions, to abide
carefully within the fold and render that
true obedience to the I{iRher Powers,
Jehovah, the THEOCRAT, and Christ Jesus,
the King.

Thursday
The morning of the second day was
spent. in the field service by nearly five
thousand publishers. By the afternoon
a few more hundred brethren arrived at
the Assembly, bringing the attendance on
Thursday to 7,500. The brethren throughout the grounds listened carefully to the
discourse dealing with "Pavement Witnessing", "Study Groups," and the "Victory Song".
Thursday evening, after several songs
and many interesting declarations, the
convention servant spoke on. "Zone Assembly and Its Purpose"; the point being
made that Jehovah was dealing with a
people
as in the days of Israel: that
as in Israel it was necessary for the
people to assemble together to gain the
Lord's instructions, for this reason it
was vitally necessary for everyone to
attend this great assembly for worship,
and for the same reason zone assemblies
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are of vital importance to be attended
at least twice each near. The chairman
concluded the evening session with a
discourse on "When the Righteous Rule".
Friday
By Friday the convention was gaining
momentum and the attendance rose to
8,500 for the day. A no t h e r host of
"locusts" covered the city during the
morning in regular field service; the
field-service plans being that each day
the same territory be covered by placing
two publishers with phonographs doing
the house-to-house work on each block,
two publishers doing the street work
with the magazines, and two doing information walking, In this manner of
field organization it was possible to put
five thousand brethren in the residential
parts of the city awl another thousand
on the streets in the business center.
Thus Leicester, a city of 300,000, received
a concentrated "locust attack" each day
and every soul knew that Jehovah's witnesses were in town holding a great
convention.
Friday afternoon A. D. Schroeder
spoke on "Pioneer's Place in the Organization". 1,250 pioneers were seated in
the front part of the Hall. What a stirring
sight it was to see all those full-time
zealous warriors of THE TilEOCRACY
What a happy hand i.t They gathered every
shilling they could get to come to this
great convention. The Lord saw to it that
every one of these full-time servants
attended this assembly for worship. The
speaker opened with a surprise by reading to this vast convention Judge Rutherford's informal talk to the pioneers at
St. Louis. His words opened; "We11; it
should refresh anyone's heart to greet a
company of real lighters, that are not
only willing to light, but to fight for the
greatest thing that has ever been known
or ever will be known, namely, the great
Theocratic Government." Applause after
applause followed the reading of this
speech. The most touching part, which
greatly moved all the brethren to un-
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precedented applause, was the following
closing words of Judge Rutherford : "You
saw a supposed picture in the 1St. Louis]
paper the other day of an old, drawn,
haldy man. The caption reads, 'This is
the leader.' I ani glad the Lord understands, lie knows that this is not the
leader, but this is just one of the boys
fighting along with you. I was born to
fight for righteousness, and, by the grace
of the Lord, I will keep on doing it. . .
Don't think -you are the whole thing yourself because you are a pioneer. When
you go, work a town, and work it in and
get ready to leave; don't leave until you
have turned over to some zealous local
witness for the Lord the full results of
your work, so that they can carry on.
Keep on encouraging those who love the
Lord and want to do His
The afternoon program continued
with further advice to the pioneers and
several extremely interesting declarations from some of these front-line
fighters. A timely talk followed on the
counsel and advice given in the May n
-Watchtower on "Noah's Day".
On Friday evening a speaker gave a
review of the work in the British field
during the past fi fty years--a brief history of the work in this country from its
start in London about 188.S. He stated
that there were two brothers in attendance at this assembly who hare been
faithful in the work since 1885. (The
speaker, ltemery, is one of the two,) The
evening session continued with a very
instructive Theocratic service meeting
conducted by four of the servants from
London. A Aiseourse on "Covenant Obligations" finished off the Friday program.
Saturday
Saturday, the big day of the convention, now arrived, Hundreds more of the
brethren were rolling into the convention city. The attendance was now well
over the ten thousand mark. The climax
in the field service was reached when
6177 faithful publishers were in the
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found lumps in their throats and tears
of joy filling their eyes.
The orchestra of 4i musicians, the
chorus of 250, and the organ, led the
entire audience in several swigs, among
which was the beautiful, appropriate
song "Children of the Heavenly King".
Promptly at eleven an entire audience
visible and out in the Gardens amounting to over twelve thousand souls were
seated awl ready for the introduction of
the great talk by .Tudge Rutherford on
"CHILDREN 01.' THE KING". Presently the
closing strains of the St. Louis orchestra
could be heard, then the American chairman was heard to introduce .Judge
Rutherford, after which a great, thunderous applause was heard joining with
the St. Louis throng.
Judge Rutherford's voice, full of kindness and encouragement, came forward
as clear as ever. llis words were eagerly
followed by all. He told how The Theocracy was a paternalistic government
which would administer righteousness to
all those under it; how it is that the
princes will soon return to properly advise and teach the children; that the
children should put their full trust in
these princes. Ile also showed the duty
of the parents to teach their children, and
what duties the children have before the
Lord. 1€e gave a brief description of what
conditions will be like in the earth under
the full reign of The Theocracy; how
there will be beautiful estates and dwelling places for the children of the King;
that they and the animals living together
in peace will all praise Jehovah's name.
Then lie asked all the chiklren to stand
up while he put sonic questions to them.
Every one of the two thousand children
stood, and accordingly pledged their unNviiverIng allegiance to The Theocracy
and to have a desire to share in its
service, putting in six hours a clay in the
work. It was wonderful to see their
great enthusiasm for The Theocracy. It
brought tears of joy to the parents and
others who witnessed this great event.
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Then Judge Rutherford gave them a
surprise, an noun ei ng the new book
Chddren. My, what a pleasant surprise
this was! Two large posters with the
picture of flit! new book were i mu] edia tely
revealed to the children from the platform. At the close of this remarkable
lecture the children were told that Judge
Rutherford had made arrangements for
each one of them to be given a present
of this beautiful new book as soon as it
was completed by the London printers.
Their copy would be sent to them shortly.
However, it was announced that a series
of colored, attractive study sheets had
been designed to aid in the studying of
this new book and that these were now
ready for the children. Calmly and
obediently all the children filed up in
pairs onto the platform in two streams
receiving their gift copies. They all behaved themselves beautifully, each one
thanking with a smile as he received his
gift. What a precious lot, these children
of the King! flow could one help but
give praise silently in prayer to the great
Theocrat
Investigation after the lecture was
completed revealed that these young subjects of The Theocracy had lost nothing
of the significance of the words addressed to their ears especially. Most
striking proof was the enthusiastic manne,r in which they spoke of meeting the
resurrected princes, stating with some
decision whom they especially desired to
meet. The study sheets for the new hook
were welcomed with no little delight, and
perused, enthusiastically at once, and
one 4nd all expressed themselves eager
for the opportunity of studying the new
book.
And here, perhaps it may be appropriate to speak just briefly of one or
two of these "children of the King"—
to tell of the thirteen-year-old boy who
traveled with the brethren from Kingdom Farms, after taking a stand for the
truth independently of his family, and
who stayed up till late at night expound-
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ing the ,-;criptures to his Leicester host
and. hostess: Or the fourteen-year-old
daughter or a zono sercant viiio was the
youngest pioneer to enroll at the convention, and of another girl of the same
age who had already spent fourteen
months in the full-timer service; of the
eight-year-ald brother from Stockport
who spent 66 hours in the field service
during August; and refused to salute his.
headmaster with the rest of the class; or
the eleven-year-old boy from Plymouth
who conduets model studies on his own
with adults; of the eighteen-year-old
brother who is a company servant: of
the twelve-year-old Scottie from WasgLovil who put in 150 hours of field Ferviee
during August,
And what of those families where the
parents have indeed brought np their
children in the nurture and admonition
of the Lord? It was a great cause for
rejoicing that there were so many of
these at Leicester. Typical of them was
that Theocratic family from Edinburgh
in which the youngest of four children,
aged six, puts in 25 hours Of field service
a month, and tile daughter aged thirteen
spends some twenty hours a week in a
smi la r manner. ]n another luridly all six
children arc regular Theocratic ambassadors, including, eight-year-old twins,
who have been going from door to door
for the past two years. All records are
probably lirnken by the parents with
seven children from Epsom, who regularly every Saturday evening set a fine lead
to other publishers of their company by
presenting a united front of nine on the
pavement witnessing, Youngest Kingdom publisher in Britain is probably
three-year-old Henry Windle, a wee
Scotch laddie, who often goes to the
doors.]iy himself, saying "Would you like
God's hook for a shilling?`• and who tells
the other children, "I'm a Jonallab, and
you're not."
The Brunch servant delivered a public
statement answering the many press
attacks that Jehovah's witnesses are

subversive to the interests of the State_
He also showed how the banning of the
work in the Dominions and the Colonies
was due to the conspiracy of the Roman
Catholic 1 i ierareliy,
Thereafter the following, declaration
was presented and im.!.-Lninionsly adopted
by the entire VC)IVIIPT]
DEI'LARATFON

Twelve thousand. JelsoysiW6 witnesses assenshled
HI 4-011VOILtion in beicester hereby declare their
purpose. to cantina!• to witness to Ihr.
ottikE.1'11E0C.RATIT! kingdom of Almighty f;c1d,
Anti to maintain their illite/.2;ritY in the commission
given to them h', Jehovah; 21.14 Stated at lkiaiah
1151 1-3_
We affirm our faith in the Holy Scriptures nx
Ihe WOr411 41't 641411,
our fitl[c.st ermilclocw.c. III
the notolding of IIis prophecies given to us for
our salvation and for Hk service its thew last days_
41P4Lar. 41.111' (-1.1elvid ion I hikt. J11InvAii, thy
great Ti-troenler,
already g,et His King upon
Ilk holy Lill of Zimi f Ps:thri 2: fi) ami that.
Jelielyoh is now hringin i:: the nasioris of t1 earth
Lo I I is juillgurenls (Joel :3 2; Zechariah 14: 2); also
that by His witnepies He iw givilig the ciationn
warning of the erisi9. of Armageddon, /sear at
hand, an41. }I the mume ii2t.ftns. is giViug the pt.tiple.
t414:1Caril (1.11.11 ,arid righipon.siFetiN t he
opportunity of salvation and the blessings of life
in happiness imid p..0.4N. in that
Sarin till
131. HE.t. Up on the earth; that people of goml-will
proving their faithfulne9s. to God will hove the
privilege of carrying out thy Divine. mandate to
MI the earth With a righteous rave iii' people to
Ihr glory of Jehovah,
We deptore the aetions of the 1)01111111.On fI v4 rnml ei Of OW British Commonwealth of Nations and
of the governments in eertain of the Colonies, in
twinning the service of Oad and this proehunas ion
of ihE, grarpel el the Kingdom.
Aware tisat these repres,%ive actions are in the
main the rt.suit or koinfiLli Catholic influeileV unci
Fmr1 that 1he Pupnry iii 1.4.40.m:11'9 chief
agent in the earth for the suppremian of the truth
of tLy lloly Seri/Alive-A. 2111.41 LH
({s giFE alI
men into its hands of darkness, we declare that
we shall not cease to witness ags.
it, by the
suyans wisieh God has provided that men Talky know
OE this -seheme of the Peril to blind thew to the
good news of the Tuvrocitam Government, We
aver thrlt. Jehovah's witnesses are loyal MilP4ik.1-IN in
4.V4try 17IT141; it12.1,t #lke 4sitTLE.C.4. Lisr v gil;t1 124.
"subversive" as. its enemies declare, but the tilies.sfige
limy proclaim is one of hope for all SLUM tit
pi:PA-will who Sort _Almighty ijodr

There was yet to be one more high
light of the convention. That was the

Leic*ter Asturnbly: (I) Front YLrx t•f De Montfort Haft (2) Service organizatiun tents In
Montinri ch-•
has. (3) Strueial tratn.land from London. (4) Possible Nazi air raids made camouflaged tent-tops advisatolo
frnm EtirmLngtm-m, arriving, feJ Three
trioLe st.etton of amphl.thil.ati:r Ln upper right). (5) Pioneitr
]arse marquees seated 4,000 conventioners.
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announcement of "Your New Work". A
special letter was read from the president of the Society outlining the new
plan of action for the British held. Every
word of these new plans was devoured.
Our new work for the new year was to
consist of intensified hack-rail and modelstudy work, The thlyS Elf giving a warning,
to the nations have passed; now a work
of specially feeding and teaching the
people of good-will illUSt he undertaken.
This announcement brought great joy
and delight from all the brethren. How

generous it was of the Society to appropriate E12,000 for the next six months to
assist the pioneers in this new concentrate.Pxl study campaign. Truly the days
ar(P now here to feed the Lord's sheep,
The brethren gave at shout of "ayes" requesting the following cable be sent to
Judge Rutherforel:
Twelve thousand enthusiastically hoard 4*Chilami Of The. Kirrg", Twi WOW-AIM I C161{111.1) identified
themselves for The Theocracy. New work for Briti4h €i041 nupirmr1414.41. Ill thrii11.41
undertake new
work. Pioneers specially thankful for Lard's
graci(PliS I3 rsivision

Organization and Field Service
De Montfort Hall
What of this eity of Leicester, BrethTell 10111111 it pleasant, clean, and spacious, with broad ways, many fine buildings, a conspicuons absence of slums,
and several beautiful parks. Radiating
from the busy center of the city were bus
and tram routes to all parts, with frequent services.. Brethren were unanimous in speaking of the cleanliness of the
dwellings which were their homes for
the five days of the convention. The people revealed themselves RS homely, and
industriously engaged in the many factories which both in war and in peace
employ the greater part of the many
thous2upets of the city's workers.
The first sight of the De Montfort flail
and Gardens was an experience eagerly
awaited by the brethren. While they had
heard much to enthuse them to keen anticipation of many rich pleasures to
come, speini strie s ktirtl hi en laid un the
marvelous provision the Lord had made
for the great assembly together with its
pleasant surrortidings.
Brethren who walked up the rise from
the railway station and came upon the
wide and spacious approach to the Victoria Park must have experienced an
anticipatory surge of expectance, which
became a thrill (Pi' joy when they obtained
their first glimpse of the convention
grounds.

-Built in 19E3, Intel with Judge Rutherford one of the first to address an audienee within it. the Be Montfort Hall is
a magnifieent building, kept beautifully
clean and fresh. in addition to the "fail
itself, capable of holding WO, there was
accommodation for several thousand
more in a vast natural amphitheater in
the gardens adjoining. One of .the most
appreciated features incidentally was
these same gardens, in which the brethren were able to stroll amid trees, and
along grassy ways, flanked by attractive
flower beds, The privilege of enjoying
these gardens was one that was hilly
appreciated by all who attended, and one
of the complimentary testimonies to the
Theocratic spirit which inspired the
gathering was that of the park keeper,
who stated not a single. flower was picked
or even disturbed by any or the hundreds
of children present.
Even the weather became ideal for this
blessed event. The sun smiled by day and
the moon beamed by night. The sun was
so strong and hot the first few days of
the convention that it seemed Leicester
was going to be an exact duplicate of
St. Louis even to the detail of a heat
wave, For the five weeks prior to the
convention the weather throughout the
country was unsettled, full of rain and
showers and cold. Since the accommodation of the large audiences at the con-
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vention depended largely upon warm four acres of the convention grounds was
weather, the Lord blessed the event utilized and laid out for the Assembly.
accordingly ; and all praise belongs to After the final erection of all the tents,
Him for His smile of approval.
paths and parking spaces the whole
The brethren had heard much of Jeho- grounds looked as if a circus had come to
vah's organization in preceding months, town, with De Montfort Hall in the center
and now he graciously permits them to of a field of canvas all properly camousee it in full operation. By all that oc- flaged. Many times aircraft flew over the
curred both before and during this con- grounds to cheek the camouflage, which
vention it was manifest that the Theo- was finally adjusted to the satisfaction of
cratic Government is indeed functioning the authorities,
under the direction of Christ Jesus; that
These large teats housed the two
it functions with a harmony that wrings catering departments; one on the north
tribute even from those that hate it; side of the grounds and the other dining
that this mighty organization of the tent on the south side. Two more large
Lord henceforth functions independently tents furnished sheltered seating for
of every element of Satan's world, which 4,000. Smaller tents were used to house
from now on if is IN POSITION TO ION011F.; the various departments necessary for
and that every effort of Satan and his the organization of the convention. Prior
forces to embarrass it the Lord turns, as to the convention Leicester officialdom
ever, to their own contusion. And now declared that tents of any sort were
the proof of these statements.
unobtainable, as the • government had
"Jerusalem," cried the exultant psalm- taken them all over for the military. But
ist, "is budded as a city that is compact there was a Theocratic government in
together," and his glad cry was echoed the picture also, and these tents were
by every one of Jehovah's witnesses who found, by the Lord's grace, and were
beheld how every minute detail of the brought from London on three ten-ton
Assembly was planned and carried out lorries.
without even a ripple of discord. The
All the catering was undertaken and
huge five-day program of discourses, supervised by the Society. Kingdom
songs and declarations was carried Farms furnished large supplies of vegethrough without a hitch, and in every tables, including two tons of tomatoes.
case to the very minute. There was never For six weeks prior to the convention
an interruption, for the husky band of stores of all kinds of nnrationed foods
ushers took good care that anyone who were purchased and stored in two wareeven slightly resembled a troublemaker houses in Leicester. A local bakery firm,
did not even get a glimpse inside De operated by people friendly to the truth,
Montfort Hall.
gave close co-operation. However, the
demantl for baked goods was so great
Organization
that they turned the bakery over to the
The marry needs of the twelve thousand Society, which in turn supplied'their own
Theocratic publishers in the course of master bakers from volunteers, and so
the day were admirably cared for. In the supplies continued uninterrupted. Not a
days immediately preceding the conven- soul went unprovided for, and that withtion a body of pioneer brothers of the out imposing any burden upon the people
construction department—they included of Leicester. The Lord supplied every
ship riggers, carpenters, works foremen material need and the multitude was well
and a master builder—erected the fifteen fed. In view of all the wartime difficulties,
tents or marquees on the grounds. The the feeding of the brethren was provitwo largest tents were 240 feet by 30 feet dential, bringing to mind Jesus' feeding
and 200 feet by 40 feet. Every bit of the of the live thousand in Galilee.
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the convention 478 back-calls were made
upon people of good-will. This is a
splendid field report. In addition, the new
booklet Mode Study Nu. 3 was released
during the convention, of which 6,000
copies were placed. The new booklet
Comfort Al Thai Mourn was released
on the Saturday, and every one available
was placed, namely, 24,000 copies. Thus
a grand total of 41,538 books and booklets were placed at this asseinbly for
worship. Truly a mighty witness.
On Wednesday and Thursday of the
convention upward of 1,000 brethren
were in the business district standing ten
yards apart with booklets, magazines
and folders, some bearing signs advertising the lectures of Saturday and Sunday.
(The remaining 5,000 field workers were
confined to the residential section of the
city.) Such a 'spectacle onto men and
angels' speedily stirred np the wrath of
opposers of The Theocracy. The usual
tactics of coercion were employed, phone
calls and letters of protest pouring into
the police headquarters.
The first reaction was apparent when
Leicester local papers came into the
hands of the brethren on Thursday evening, announcing the surprising news
"Leicester police step in. Witnesses'
pavement sales banned". Later that evening it was announced from the platform
that the convention committee knew nothing of any ban. and that the work would
go on in the same way on the morrow.
The day following there were many
furious looks cast at time faithful brethren
as they assembled once more for the
street witnessing, and the newspapers
of Friday night made another attempt
to intimidate the bold men, women and
children—for the. courage of the pavement witnesses was remarkable-- •by declaring that uncltn- a by-law dated 1868
no pamphlet of any kind eoul{L be distributed in the streets, even free of
charge.
The work, nevertheless, continued, and
on Saturday a few names and addresses

were taken by the police. By now feeling
among the billy-goats was running very
high, and it was almost as much as a
citizen of Leicester dare do to approach
one of the witnesses in the gutter, for
fear of being butted by his neighbors.
Brethren in trams were subjected to open
insults Hy fellow passengers and conductors :Ind conductresses, but through
it all the Lord's people kept right on
doing the work their God commanded
them to do. and Jehovah saw to it that
hlis invisible protectors were abroad in
the streets to shield his servants from
all harm.
This controversy, blazed abroad in
heavy headlines by newspapers an over
the country, will undoubtedly cause a
great stir in all those parts of the
country whore pavement witnessing is
carried out. While, many in Leicester
seemed to yearn for Fascist action to
deny Jehovah's witnesses the right of
freedom of worship and freedom of
speech, there was evidence that some
heartily disapproved of this attempt to
gag the message of the Kingdom. One
shopkeeper called from his shop: "Good
luck! I'm glad to see you carrying on."
A young man, after loitering nervously
for sonic tine, approached a sister and
said, "Please tell me all about it. 1 tElinire
your pluck. and it wonderful the way
you people are organized," A Czech
refugee, despite angry looks from passers-by, spent twenty minutes in conversation with a brother in the heart of the
city, and promised to call at the hookroom for literature in his native tongue.
One lady expressed her appreciation to
an elderly sister in the words, "That
message for only two pence r
Experiences
Brethren engaged in pavement witnessing were the chief targets, and
patiently bore the reproaches that fell
upon their Master when lie himself was
in similar conspicuous circumstances.
Languag;e, much of it filthy, was freely
hurled at both men and women by mem-
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berg of both sexes also. In some cases cigarettes for Leicester people, as the
men in uniform stopped brethren in the witnesses would grah them all. They
street, rind endeavored to pick a quarrel. were compelled to swallow their words
The culminating point came on Sunday when it was pointed out that .16hovah's
night when a brother and sister were witnesses do not smoke.
attacked by a crowd of soldiers, wild the
One brother as lie stood in the gutter
brother's Jaw injured. Another brother was told by an irate passer-by, "You'll do
was attacked by a group of soldiers on anything but work." That brother is a
Sunday night in front o[ the convention Durham miner, engaged in the hardest
grounds and was taken to the hospital toil that tire Devil's organintion can imfor treatment. Two sisters had their pose upon human creatures, Such blind
magazine hags and literature taken followers of the blind and of the "god of
from them' and destroyed before their this world" deserve to end up in the ditch
eyes. A young lad was the victim of a they're heading for,
particularly mean trick, his magazine
While sonic cursed, swore, blasphemed,
bag strap being cut with scissors by on the other hand there were many in
some local sneak-thief.
Leicester who assuredly will shortly be
Through all this the brethren re- found among the 'great multitude".
mained unruffled, having been advised at Foremost among these will be seine of
the opening, session that "a soft answer the hospitable householders who took
turneth away wroth". This proper con- the brethren into their homes—and
duct served uor]v to infuriate some of the many or them into their hearts also.
billy-g-oats the inure, and there. were
One lady who, glough an invalid, surseveral instances of demonism in action. rendered her bed to a pioneer sister, said
One man drove his ear up to a sound- she was disgusted with the Leicester
machine and set the engine running to people, and she was not the only one.
drown the Kingdom message. Finding One Leicester lady, hearing of a supposed
this of no avail he crossed the road and shortage of food, arrived at the De
smashed the phonograph record of a :Montfort Ball with an offer to entertain
publisher who was calling from house to six publishers to lunch each day. Two
house.
witnesses who asked of a roan in the
More subtly the Devil got to work by street the way to a sate found themselves
means of a ,lesuit-minded press. A scare invited to lunch at his own 110111P., with an
was raised to the effect that the presence invitation to come again.
of Jehovah's witnesses meant that the
A pioneer sister who got into converLeicester people would he deprived of sation with a girl of about the same age
food, and this appeal to mass selfishness at a has stop found her listener so thrilled
met with a ready response in many with the Kingdom message that she
quarters. The true facts were that ample asked if she could come "all day on Suncatering arrangements were made, and day". She was assured she would be most
most of the brethren brought their own welcome, and, come Sunday, there they
rations, hut throughout the convention both were, strolling aria in arm through
the hue and,cry was maintained, and one the Dc Montfort Gardens, setting a
national newspaper even went so tar arras pretty conundrum as to which was the
to print the lie that the brethren left the happier-looking of the two, A sister who
city foodless. The Lord so inaneuverecl took a dog that had been injured by a
certain of these devisers of mischief, ear back to its mistress placed literature
howeVer, that they made jackasses of with the lady and the crowd of sympatliernselves. It was darkly hinted in thetic niJg,hbors, and arranged a model
some newspapers that there would be no study for the next evening at the mis;

Leicester Assembly; I) Port of held service organixation., ;2) Equipping young and old ka- information
marrhing, IA) Orehostra on Lhe. Dr: Writ 1'01'1 Hall platform. {I) Moill(imo in the buffet. (G.) The hospital
staff CC) The Mare of pioneer catering tonto. (7) The busy aLgn department, (8) Thu boakroaln.
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